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Introduction

Introduction
This publication supports delivery of BTEC Level 2 First Land and Environment qualiﬁcations
and should be read in conjunction with the published speciﬁcations. It provides an overview of
how the qualiﬁcations have changed and how to best deliver the course and assess your learners’
progress.

These materials are not prescriptive. You may feel that the courses can be delivered and assessed more effectively
in a different way. This may be because of the way the qualifications are organised within your centre or because a
different approach better suits your learners, after taking into consideration their learning styles and prior learning. BTEC
qualifications are designed to enable you to plan and deliver programmes that are dynamic and relevant to local needs.
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What's new for BTEC

What’s new for BTEC
Edexcel has redeveloped its suite of BTEC Level 2 First and BTEC Level 3 National qualiﬁcations
to ensure that they are aligned with the new Qualiﬁcations and Credit Framework (QCF). Wherever
possible the changes have been minimal and in all cases BTEC units have retained their key
characteristics.

What is the Qualifications and Credit
Framework?
The Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) is a
system whereby credit is awarded for qualifications and
units (small steps of learning). It enables learners to work
towards qualifications at their own pace and along flexible
routes.
All QCF units are published on the Register of Regulated
Qualifications (RRQ). Every unit and qualification has a
credit value indicating how much time it takes to complete
and a level showing how difficult it is (ranging from Entry
Level to Level 8). Learners are given a unique learner
number (ULN) where their individual record of credit
accumulation is logged. For more information see www.
accreditedqualiﬁcations.org.uk.

How does this affect the BTEC Level 2 First
qualifications?
The new family of BTEC Firsts – which are all at Level
2 – is made up of three sizes of qualification: Certificates,
Extended Certificates and Diplomas. (Qualification
names have changed during the revision of BTEC Firsts
to meet the QCF structure – please see the table below
to compare the new names to the old if you have taught
BTEC before.)
The Certificate has been introduced as a new BTEC
Level 2 First qualification, to be broadly equivalent to one
GCSE. This increases flexibility and improves opportunities
for co-teaching with GCSE and other qualification types.

The BTEC Level 2 Certificate will be nested wherever
possible in the corresponding BTEC Level 2 Extended
Certificate, and the BTEC Level 2 Extended Certificate in
the corresponding BTEC Level 2 Diploma.
All BTEC Level 2 First qualifications (whether Certificates,
Extended Certificates or Diplomas) comprise a mix of units
and these can be at different levels but the majority of
units must be at the main level of the qualification: Level 2.
Rules of unit combination have been determined to show
how learners can select and combine unit choices to
achieve new BTEC Level 2 First qualifications (see the
specification for the list of available units). In some cases
there will be mandatory units which all learners must take
to achieve their qualification.
The overall grade for any BTEC qualification will be based
on a table in the specification that converts pass, merit
or distinction unit grades to points and then totals those
points.

For full information about these qualification types,
rules of unit combination and grading please see the
specification.

New features for BTEC units
There are some new features common to all new BTEC
units:
• credit level and guided learning hours (GLH)1 are stated

BTEC Level 2 First Qualifications
Certificate

Extended Certificate

Diploma

this is new

Certificate

Diploma

Credits (minimum)

15

30

60

Guided learning hours
(GLH)1

90

180

360

1 GCSE (A*–C)

2 GCSEs (A*–C)

4 GCSEs (A*–C)

Previous name

Broad equivalence

Guided learning hours (GLH): all the times when a member of staff (e.g. tutor, trainer or facilitator) is present to give
guidance (‘contact time’). This includes lessons, lectures, tutorials and supervised study in, for example, learning resource
centres and workshops. It also includes time spent with learners observing and assessing as they work towards their
assignments.

1

• expanded guidance is given on delivery and assessment
• BTEC units now contain guidance and mapping to
functional skills and personal learning and thinking skills
(PLTS) − so you can embed learning for these skills
• outline learning plans give suggestions for unit delivery
and assessment
• a programme of suggested assignments gives ideas for
assignments that will cover the unit’s assessment and
grading criteria†
• each unit suggests how you can link with employers.
This additional information is not meant to be prescriptive.
A key feature of BTEC is that you can match your delivery
of the qualifications to local needs and circumstances, and
to the opportunities that present in your area to give a real
vocational focus. For more information about BTEC units
see page 20.

Functional skills
Functional skills have replaced key skills. These are a
set of standards that establish a benchmark in English,
mathematics and ICT. Functional skills are available from
Entry Level to Level 2.
BTEC specifications now offer guidance on how these
functional skills can be embedded in your delivery of each
unit. Please note: functional skills can be tested while
delivering a BTEC course but they are not an integral part
of the qualification. They are designed to be assessed by
externally set and marked tests.

Personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS)
BTEC Level 2 First units offer guidance and signposting to
help you develop learners’ personal, learning and thinking
skills. Along with functional skills, these are seen as key
elements for success in learning, life and work. Please
note that PLTS are not a compulsory or integral component
of the BTEC Level 2 First, but should you wish to integrate
your PLTS delivery with this qualification we provide this
guidance for you to do so.
The PLTS framework consists of six groups of skills:
• independent enquiry (IE)
• creative thinking (CT)
• reflective learning (RL)
• team working (TW)
• self-management (SM)
• effective participation (EP).

These have connected outcome statements (to view these
visit www.qcda.gov.uk).
Although each skill set is distinctive, they may be
interconnected and any assignment or learning experience
may explore one or more PLTS. BTEC Level 2 First
qualifications offer the opportunity to cover PLTS, but in
order for learners to recognise this coverage the PLTS
would need to be made explicit at delivery. An effective
way to record competence in PLTS is by using a tracking
system that is linked to the PLTS references in the unit
specifications.

WorkSkills
Edexcel has developed a range of WorkSkills qualifications
at Entry 3, Level 1 and Level 2 that may also be studied
alongside BTEC Level 2 Firsts. WorkSkills comprise a
range of units that focus on personal development, work,
social and domestic skills.
For more information on WorkSkills see www.edexcel.com/
workskills

So, why choose BTEC?
BTECs are an established and highly successful alternative
to general qualifications, suitable for a wide range of
learners. As work-related qualifications, they are designed
to accommodate the needs of employers as well as
allowing progression to university.
By nature BTECs provide a practical, real-world approach
to learning alongside a theoretical background, giving
learners the knowledge, understanding and skills that
they need to prepare for employment. BTECs also provide
career development opportunities for those already in
work. They can be taken as well as, or instead of, GCSEs
and A levels in schools and colleges.
Comprising individual units, which can be built to form a
qualification at a size that is suited to the learner, BTECs
can be delivered as a full-time or part-time course. Each
unit is assessed through the completion of assignments
that are designed by you as tutor and call on a range of
evidence types. Such flexibility enables you to deliver a
qualification that is just right for your learners.

Every BTEC unit contains an assessment and grading criteria grid. For the purpose of brevity, this will be referred to as the
‘grading grid’/’grading criteria’ throughout this booklet. In official terms assessment criteria are pass criteria; grading criteria
are merit and distinction criteria.

†
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BTEC success stories

BTEC success stories

Reaseheath College,
Nantwich, Cheshire

The Royal Alexandra and
Albert School

Why did you choose to run this BTEC course?

A state-owned boarding school with 270 acres of Surrey’s
Greenbelt, including woodland, lakes and grassland.

We have been offering BTEC Firsts and Nationals in Land-based
Technology for a number of years on a full-time basis. These BTEC
qualifications have been very well suited to preparing young people for
employment in the land-based technology industries. They have proven
popular due to their rigor, flexibility and practical approach, and a large
number of employers in the land-based technology sector have chosen to
use these qualifications in their bespoke Service Engineer Apprenticeship,
which now has 160+ apprentices engaged at Reaseheath.
The quality and standardisation of delivery of the BTEC Land-Based
Technology qualifications across the UK is robustly supported by the
Land-Based Technology Consortium, a consortium of colleges who deliver
this BTEC programme and meet twice a year to discuss best practice in terms of qualification management,
development and delivery.

What have you enjoyed most about the course as a tutor?
The qualifications’ standards are those expected by land-based technology employers, and the flexibility in their
design allows for regional needs to be met. This enables centres to adopt an individual learning plan approach to
give learners appropriate training and education for employment in their region.

How has your teaching changed since you started to deliver the course?
We have moved more toward the ‘learning by doing’ style of delivery over the last few years. This can make the
course more expensive to deliver, but we feel the excellent success rates of our learners justifies this approach.
Assessment has moved toward more practical and/or verbal assessment and away from written assignments.

What changes have you observed in learners as they have progressed through the course?
Learners’ ability and understanding improve during their course of study. It is the changes in levels of learner
confidence in what they are doing and achieving that are most notable. These improvements come with this style
of learning – which is linked very closely with industry – and are very pleasing for all stakeholders.

Can you give any examples of how your learners have progressed since embarking on a
BTEC course?
Each year employers support a small number of our learners through their qualification who may not have the entry
requirements. With this additional support and the focused delivery of the programme, coupled with the ‘learning by
doing’ delivery style and the variety of assessment methods, most learners succeed on the course and the majority
achieve very good grades.

Why did you choose to run this BTEC course?
With such a resource as our Capability Brown designed historic
landscape, the BTEC Level 2 First Certificate in Countryside
and Environment was an obvious choice. The conservation and
improvement of our own landscape supplies the context for the
delivery of the course. We also have a parkland staff willing to be
involved with our learners and a headmaster keen to harness the
course’s potential.

What have you enjoyed most about the course as a tutor?
The BTEC First allows me to cater for individual learners, each working to their own abilities. As a BTEC tutor, I
am trusted to deliver what is best for my learners and have the freedom and flexibility to develop the course as I
see fit in accordance with their needs.

How has your teaching changed since you started to deliver the course?
My teaching has become far more focused on what the learner needs to do to succeed. The grading grids allow
me to target the resources we have to meet individual needs. The 100 per cent coursework requirement means
I know that if the learners meet the criteria they will achieve.

What changes have you observed in learners as they have progressed through the course?
My learners develop the responsibility, through the evidence that they present, that they know, understand and
can do what is required of them. As they learn to interpret the grading grids, they become more focused on
their achievements and clearer about what they are learning. They really do take charge of their learning and
often remind me of gaps they need to fill.

Can you give any examples of how your learners have progressed since embarking on a
BTEC course?
With very, very few exceptions all my learners achieve what they set out to do. As they build up their portfolios,
many realise they can actually do better than they think. Towards the end of the course, time is increasingly
given over to learners who suddenly realise they can, with a little more effort, turn that ‘pass’ into a ‘merit’ or
‘merit’ into ‘distinction’.
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Getting started: planning course delivery
Good planning is the ﬁrst step to successful BTEC delivery and assessment. It is the
best way of making sure everything is in place and that your unit coverage is robust and
achievable. This guide should help you get started.

The BTEC assessment and delivery process

First things first

Key areas to consider

• Understand the structure of a BTEC unit (see page 20).
• Read and understand the specification.
• Decide whether you will teach unit by unit or if it is best to
integrate unit delivery (for further guidance on this see page 16).
• Plan your programme of assignments (see page 34).

• Resource planning, such as when you might need to
call on the expertise of specialist staff.
• Timetabling, practical lessons and enrichment
opportunities.
• Interim and major assessment points.
• Planning for internal verification.

Overview of roles and responsibilities
Tutors/assessors

Read the specification
2. Tutor
reads unit
specifications

3.Tutor prepares
locally-devised
assignments

4. Internal
verifier checks if
assignments are
fit for purpose

7. Edexcel samples
centre’s accuracy
in grading*
6. Internal
verifier checks
if grades have
been awarded
accurately

5. Learners
complete
assignments

Implementing

8. Learners are
graded

Planning

9. On completion
of all units learners
are awarded a final
grade

1. The centre
decides to run
BTEC

Work with colleagues in their department, planning
the course as a team

Learners

Manage and organise their own time to
prepare evidence for assignments

Support programme planning
Arrange standardisation meetings across
teams and multi-sites
Ensure an effective system for recording
learner achievement is in place

Action the internal verifier’s advice on planning

Advise programme team on any training
needs

Deliver unit content and assignments

Participate fully in learning

Guide learners towards approaches in gathering
assessment evidence

Produce work for assessment

Provide advice and support to assessors
on regular basis
Advise on opportunities for evidence
generation and collection

Complete observation and witness statements to
support demonstration of practical skills

Advise on the appropriateness of
assessment evidence with regard to
level, sufficiency, authenticity, validity
and consistency

Observe, scrutinise and record evidence of individual
work within group activities
Review progress of learners to give opportunities for
achieving grading criteria

Programme managers/
heads of department

Internal verifiers†

Design assignments which are suited to local and
learner needs and matched to unit grading criteria

Advise on the interpretation of national
standards and undertake standardisation
exercise

Award unit grades when the unit has been completed
and internally verified

Manage the team to devise assessment
programme in collaboration with tutors
(assessors) and internal verifier(s)
Prepare resources plan to match
assignment programme
Manage timetable and room allocation
Organise a tracking mechanism for
learner achievement
Take part in the programme
Monitor delivery
Organise regular team meetings
Coordinate tutor/assessor activity
Liaise with the internal verifier(s) and
lead internal verifier(s)
Deal with learner issues
Oversee maintenance of learner record

Keep records of the verification process
Liaise with Edexcel Assessment
Associate where appropriate

Internal Verifying

Action internal verifier’s advice on assignment design
Check authenticity and sufficiency of assessment
evidence produced against grading criteria/unit
content
Record assessment decisions and put these forward
for internal verification
Action internal verifier’s advice on grading decisions

Check the validity and sufficiency of the
evidence with the assessor
Review opportunities for achieving
grading criteria
Participate in self and peer assessment
activities where appropriate

Check if assignments are fit for purpose
Use their subject specialism to sample
assignments to check the quality of
assessment and to ensure that it is
consistent, fair and reliable
Ensure own assessment decisions
are sampled when teaching on the
programme

Collaborate with internal verifier(s) and
lead internal verifier(s) to maintain the
programme
Check the validity of overall verification
programme
Coordinate awarding body requirements
Update internal verifier team on current
practice
Respond to any awarding body action

Feedback

8

*Lead internal verifiers who have passed the new
OSCA2 test can seek certification of learner work for
the programme(s) they manage without annual external
sampling. (Some centres may be randomly sampled.)

Give constructive feedback to learners and record
learners’ formative achievements

Receive assessment recommendations
and feedback from the assessor

Give decisions and feedback on the
sampling

Coordinate and contribute to final
internal awarding meetings

Provide guidance for learners to enhance achievement

Plan next steps with the assessor

Ensure appropriate corrective action is
taken where necessary

Oversee recording and transmission of
accurate results

Plan next steps with learners

Provide feedback on aspects of the
assessment system to the programme
team, senior management and Edexcel

Record learners’ summative achievements

Take part in the formal stages of any
appeal
This is
you

Review the course for the year with an
end of year report including resource
and teaching evaluation
Plan for the next academic year

Some of these functions may be undertaken by the lead internal verifier (see page 39).

†
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Overview of year

Learner induction

Decide which units are
being delivered and plan year
to timetable

Check
assignments
to track unit
coverage

Individual assignment design

Plan internal
verification
activities

Internal
verifiers check
assignment
briefs prior
to issue to
learners and
build in team
standardisation
activities†

Assignment delivery

Successful
completion
of OSCA2*
by lead
internal
verifier

It is crucial that you familiarise your learners with how
BTEC delivery and assessment work. Consider developing
learners’ understanding of:
• the specification (structure, content, grading grids, level
of programme and equivalency)
• the purpose of assignment briefs
• the relationship between the tasks given in an
assignment and the grading criteria
• the way that the BTEC grading grids work in relation to
their prior experience of other assessment models
• internal assessment procedures and centre policies
• the concept of deadlines/hand-in dates
• the concept of vocational and work-related learning
• learner responsibility.

Continuous
updates
to learner
tracking

It is common practice to provide induction books
for learners to sign at the commencement of the
programme. These could set out your centre’s expected
rules and recommendations, for example adherence
to health and safety legislation, and your centre’s
plagiarism policy. These could also contain rules and
procedures about the facilities learners will use.

Progression
It is your duty to provide learners with clear guidance
on progression and models of continued study that
are relevant to their abilities. For more information on
how learners might progress from a BTEC Level 2
First, see www.btec.co.uk
Lead verifiers
sample learner
assessment†

Summative unit grading and
reporting to Edexcel at end of
programme

Learner achievement
and certification

*OSCA2 is the online standardisation test that would give a lead internal verifier, and
consequently the programme(s) they manage, accredited status. With this status a lead internal
verifier can seek certification of learners’ work during the period of that accreditation without
annual external sampling. (Some centres may be randomly sampled.)
Where the centre has a lead internal verifier who has passed the OSCA2 test, this process is
coordinated by them.

†

L2-Product with no spine:

Edexcel publishes free Study
Skills Guides for BTEC Level
2 First learners. These provide
guidance on:
L3-Product with no spine:

First - Vectora Ltd Standard 95 Blk
L2-Product with spine:

2

• time management
EnvIROnmEnT
• getting the most from work
& LAnd-BASEd
experience and special
Study Skills Guide
events
• working with others
• finding and using resources
• organising, interpreting and presenting information
• making presentations
• tackling assignments (including a worked
assignment from a learner perspective).
L3-Product with spine:

Getting the most out of your BTEC

Setting expectations

You might decide to show your new learners
some work from previous years. This will give
them a realistic idea of what is required and how
assessment is carried out for a unit.

Formative assessment
tracking for learners

First - Vectora Ltd Standard 95 Blk

Edexcel’s Study Skills Guides

LEVEL
LEVEL
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External links
All work-related programmes benefit from external links
with the vocational sector. These links could be developed
in many ways:
• provision of ‘live’ case study material that is company or
organisation based
• learner visits to vocational settings
• professional input from practitioners, especially where
vocational expertise is clearly identified in the delivery
section of the units
• work placements that are specifically related to the
qualification
• tutor placements to enhance vocational expertise
• regular use of vocational language and skills in class, in
assignments and on work placement
• setting assignments within a strong vocational context.
Always check the vocational relevance of the assignments.
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Forging links with local businesses

Many land-based businesses and voluntary bodies are
willing to provide sites and/or resources to support BTEC
Level 2 First qualifications. For example, to support Unit
5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance from the
BTEC First in Countryside and Environment, a hedgerow
to practice hedge-laying or a surface that requires
maintenance may be made available, or information about
the relevant types of boundaries, surfaces and habitats.
Local machinery distributors are often able to demonstrate
new products or processes.
Employers are likely to be willing to pass on back copies
of trade journals or other relevant literature, which you
can make available to learners in a suitable base room or
in your library. Discussions with employers may also be a
useful source of case studies or inspiration for appropriate
scenarios for assignments.
The Health and Safety Executive and the Environment
Agency may also be willing to assist with the delivery of
BTEC Level 2 First qualifications in Land and Environment.
Keeping up to date
Learners should be encouraged to read articles in
land-based trade magazines and journals, such as
Farmers Weekly, in order to keep up to date with
developments in the sector.

Career opportunities
Learners need to be made aware throughout the
programme of career opportunities within the
land-based sector. Opportunities to talk informally
with visiting speakers in different roles will help
them understand the different pathways to career
progression.

The Higher Level Stewardship (HLS) scheme
There are a number of farms in England that have
signed up to the Higher Level Stewardship scheme.
The Educational Access component of the scheme
is administered by Natural England to improve
understanding of the land-based sector. Contact
details of participating farms can be found on the
Natural England website. For further information see:
www.naturalengland.org.uk/information_for/
students_and_teachers. In addition to providing
useful resources for agriculture learners, all
farms entered into this scheme have wildlife and
conservation areas, which will be useful to learners
in other land-based subjects.
With reference to Unit 5: Participate in Providing
Estate Maintenance, a visit to one of these
sites might provide a useful opportunity to study
boundaries and habitats common in the local area.
As course tutor you can arrange to visit an
Educational Access HLS site ahead of a class visit
in order to determine whether the site has suitable
resources for your learners, or to have an informal
discussion with a local industry practitioner. All farm
visits under this scheme are free of charge to the
centre.

Linking theory and practice
Learners need to understand how to apply technical
theory in practice. A useful approach is to video
a learner’s practical performance for subsequent
reflection in a theory session. De-briefing the learner
is an effective way of personalising learning. The use
of video can also provide a means of assessment.
This practice was pioneered within the equine and
horse care sector, where learners’ riding practice is
recorded and played back to them as part of theory
sessions.
In other subject areas, instructional videos
demonstrating machinery use, estate skills, livestock
tasks or habitat maintenance operations often prove
invaluable aids to understanding.

Getting started: planning course delivery

Good teaching practice and resources
Stafﬁng

All staff must be appropriately qualified to teach this
course. Ideally tutors delivering the BTEC Level 2 Firsts in
Land and Environment will also have relevant vocational
experience. Tutors should have subject-specific knowledge
for the unit(s) that they deliver.
As part of their continuous professional development,
tutors of BTEC vocational subjects are advised to spend
some time in a work placement to ensure that they keep
up to date with developments in the land-based sector.
Part of this updating could involve visiting suitable trade
shows or demonstrations and regular reading of land and
environment related journals. This is especially important
if your specialism is not directly related to the land-based
subject area that you are responsible for delivering. Land
and Environment qualifications should be as informative
and engaging as possible, and learners will benefit from
tutors who are able to draw upon up-to-date knowledge
and practical experience of modern land-based technology.
Familiarity with current professional practice

What is a reasonable adjustment?
Reasonable adjustments are arrangements which
give a learner access to a qualification. Reasonable
adjustments must be agreed at the pre-assessment
planning stage and comprise any action that helps
to reduce the effect of a disability or difficulty, which
places the learner at a substantial disadvantage in
the assessment situation. For example, these actions
might involve changing or adapting the assessment
method, adapting assessment materials or using
assistive technology. Reasonable adjustments must
not affect the reliability or validity of assessment
outcomes and they must not give the learner
an assessment advantage over other learners
undertaking the same or similar assessments.
How do I apply for a reasonable adjustment for
internally assessed BTEC qualifications?
For BTEC qualifications that are internally assessed
centres do not need to apply to Edexcel to
implement a reasonable adjustment. However,
centres must only make reasonable adjustments in
line with Edexcel policy and keep a record on Form
RA1, which can be found on the Edexcel website.

It is important to have knowledge of current professional
practice in order to set standards within each specialist
area. It is a feature of the design of BTEC qualifications
that they have the flexibility to respond to National
Occupational Standards in each area as current practice
changes. They also offer the opportunity for innovative
approaches to teaching and learning.

It is essential to ensure that there is a range of current
resource material to support the programme, such as
textbooks, videos, magazines, journals, other publications
and access to websites.

Additional specialist practitioners

Sufﬁcient resources to meet the number of learners

You may employ specialist practitioners, taking care that legal
requirements are met. Where external tutors are delivering
units, the internal verifier should carry out close monitoring to
help ensure the quality of the assignment process.
Awareness of learners requiring reasonable adjustment

Be aware of individual requirements and ensure that
learners can achieve the unit grading criteria in all of the
units that the planned programme contains. You are free
to make adjustments to programme delivery to ensure that
learners can be guaranteed gaining the qualification if they
comply with all unit grading demands (see more information
about reasonable adjustment in the panel opposite).
Learners who cannot achieve all the unit grading criteria
must be made aware that they will not achieve unit
certification and perhaps not the full qualification.

Learning resources

Your centre signs a commitment to ensure adequate
provision as part of the approval process. This must be
adhered to in all cases so that learners are guaranteed the
very best provision a centre can provide. Ongoing Edexcel
quality assurance processes will check that the centre
has sufficient resources to support the delivery of the
programme and that the centre has made provision to meet
any specialist resource requirements at the approval stage.
Where resources are shared, carefully assess, plan and
determine the access demands of all programmes within
your subject area.
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A resource base room is desirable

A resource base room will aid learners in producing quality
work. Even if the centre is a specialist land-based site, a
dedicated space is of great value to learners for them to
display suitable posters illustrating land-based subjects,
such as tree identification or breeds of livestock. Copies
of trade journals and supplier literature help to engage
and inform learners. (If you are unable to dedicate such
a space to learners, designating a particular wall for their
displays is a good alternative.) If a value is placed on
where they work, learners are more likely to engage with
the programme.
Access to specialist facilities, eg machinery

For Land and Environment programmes, in addition to
the requirement for a teaching classroom with access to
computing facilities, some optional units require access
to particular land-based resources, such as areas suitable
for propagating plants, rearing livestock or the creation of
wildlife habitats.
Optional unit choices should be made with care. All BTEC
Level 2 First Land and Environment units contain guidance
regarding the specialist resources required for delivery. It
is essential that you have regular access to the required
resources for any unit you deliver.
Ensure that resources are adequate in terms of physical
equipment and appropriate technology, and that suitably
trained staff are available to deliver the more optional units.
These resources do not have to be on site; units may be
delivered at alternative sites that are better equipped, as
long as access is maintained at appropriate times. Centres
do not necessarily need to invest in expensive specialist
facilities; using industry-based resources will enhance the
learning experience. If off-site resources are to be used
regularly, a binding agreement between the two parties
concerned may be beneficial.

Co-operation between centres is also beneficial in this
respect. A specialist land-based college may be willing
to host a BTEC Level 2 First group from a local school,
for example, or even to deliver certain sessions requiring
specialist resources.
When covering the more theoretical parts of the units,
interspersing them with associated practical sessions is
a good way to keep learners motivated. The use of such
methods will enhance the learning experience.
Grouping your learners by subject
If more than one BTEC programme in Land and
Environment is offered at your centre, it is possible
to deliver units with mixed groups. For example,
Agriculture and Countryside and Environment
learners could be co-taught for Conservation and
Improvement of British Habitats, where the essential
knowledge and skills required are the same.
Tutorials, individual learning plans and individual study
time

If you are able to offer additional access or can allocate
time for independent learning, this can enhance learner
development and allow achievement at merit and
distinction levels.
You will need to track each learner’s progress and spend
at least a session per term on a one-to-one basis so you
can see if any difficulties are arising with assignments and
progress, and adjust deadlines as appropriate.
Timetabling ICT to develop research skills
ICT should be carefully timetabled in order to
facilitate the development of independent research
skills. Learners need to be made aware of the wider
role of ICT in the land-based sector, and familiar with
tools such as the web-based interactive map service
MAGIC (Multi Agency Geographic Information for the
Countryside) and the use of global positioning.

Getting started: planning course delivery

Health, safety and environmental issues in classrooms,
IT laboratories and off-site visits

• Learners need to be made aware that land-based
industries are potentially very dangerous, and safety
should be their priority in all activities.
• Learners need to be made aware that they, as
individuals, must take personal responsibility for health
and safety.
• Centres must ensure that risk assessments for all
activities, sites and classrooms are undertaken prior
to the commencement of the programme, and any
concerns reported.
• When negotiating site visits with local employers or
voluntary providers, tutors need to ensure that suitable
insurance arrangements are in place.

• Zoonoses can be a major health issue in the landbased sector; suitable information and personal hygiene
facilities should be provided.
• Tutors must follow their institution’s guidelines on
external visits with full authorisation.
• Tutors must also be mindful of issues such as
biosecurity and animal welfare on some visits.
Awareness of legislation within vocational practice

Make learners aware of any relevant legislation for
vocational practice. Learners can endanger themselves
or others if they do not know and understand what is
required. Be sure that you are aware of any new or
pending legislation that could impact on practice.
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Planning unit delivery

Selecting the right units

Planning unit delivery
BTEC qualiﬁcations are designed to be ﬂexible in their delivery and assessment, giving you the
opportunity to construct and deliver programmes to suit your resources and learners. There are two
main methods for approaching BTEC delivery: single unit delivery or integrated delivery.

• Look at the specification for information on which units are mandatory and which are optional, and the
specific rules of unit combination for each qualification (Certificate, Extended Certificate, Diploma).
• Consider which units your centre is best equipped to deliver (consider staffing, expertise, resources).
• Give learners a choice of units so they might follow a course that is appropriate to their needs, abilities
and interests.

Single unit delivery

Suggested course structures

BTEC qualifications comprise individual units that
represent clusters of learning outcomes. For many
sectors, a unit-by-unit approach to delivery is a valid and
appropriate method for meeting the learning outcomes
and delivering the unit content within the specification.
Vocational applications of knowledge gained through
unit-by-unit assignments allow learners to reflect on their
practice, resulting in focused and in-depth evaluations.

Integration of units
For some sectors, however, it is essential that learners
know how the content covered by several units interrelates,
as it would in the world of work. In these sectors unit
delivery is best integrated, with assignment evidence
mapped across two or more units. Integrated delivery
is one of the distinct strengths of BTEC qualifications
and can lead to a deeper practical and vocational
understanding of the content.

Delivery of units for BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Land
and Environment
Integrated unit delivery can be a very effective way of
delivering some units of the BTEC Level 2 Land and
Environment programmes.
Some units are closely linked and can therefore be
delivered together seamlessly. For example, Unit 9:
Conservation and Improvement of British Habitats from
the BTEC First in Animal Care could be delivered and
assessed alongside other practical units, such as Unit 8:
Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance.
Even when this is not the case, it is always good practice to
try to make connections between units.
A number of units also allow for co-teaching with other
qualifications. For example, GCSE Biology can be mapped
against Unit 7: Introduction to Animal and Plant Biology
of the BTEC First in Agriculture. Many principles of GCSE
mathematics can be demonstrated in land-based settings,
because many BTEC Level 2 First units involve learners
measuring perimeters, areas and volumes – which can
be used to demonstrate space and shape. Some more
optional units involve observing plant and seedling
emergence, or milk or egg production; scenarios such
as these can be used to exemplify probability, and data
gathered may also be used to plot graphs.

For information on how to design assignments
that cover one or more units please see page 34.
Information on tracking single/integrated delivery can
be found on page 18.

Linking theory and practice in assessment
Theory should always underpin practice. Learners
should be given practical opportunities to apply the
knowledge and understanding that they have gained
in the classroom.
Encourage learners to give examples of practical
land-based applications when answering assessment
questions.

Referencing
Encourage learners to adopt formal referencing in
their work, so that they are able to return to useful
sources. By the end of the programme, learners
should be able to reference and acknowledge
sources as a matter of course. This will ensure
that they are well prepared for progression on to
higher programmes, for which referencing may be
mandatory.

The tables here provide suggestions only as to how
you might structure a BTEC Level 2 First Land and
Environment course. Refer to the specification to check
other optional units available, unit credits and rules of unit
combination. It is key that you make unit choices that are
relevant to your own learners and centre resources.
BTEC Level 2 Land and Environment qualifications are
available along the following pathways:
• Agriculture
• Animal Care
• Blacksmithing
• Countryside and Environment
• Fish Husbandry
• Floristry
• Horse Care
• Horticulture
• Land-based Technology
These are separate qualifications, but share many units, so
there is some scope for co-teaching groups. Refer to the
specification for full information on unit combinations for
each of these routes.
BTEC Level 2 Certiﬁcate in Animal Care:
Any combination of optional units that provide for a combined
total of 15 credits
Ye a r 1
Term 1

Presentations and group work
At an early stage in the programme, encourage
learners to make presentations to other members of
the class, and ensure that learners work in groups as
frequently as possible. Group work presentations are
an effective way of involving learners in the delivery
of the qualification while simultaneously providing
assessment opportunities. For instance, if the unit
content requires learners to be aware of a wide
range of examples, this could be achieved by small
sub-groups researching different topics and reporting
back to the main group, with their presentations
and slides forming the assessment evidence. These
are skills which the BTEC programmes have been
successful in developing, and which will certainly
be beneficial in employment and in higher-level
vocational programmes.

Unit 2: Maintain
Animal
Accommodation
(5 credits,
optional)

Term 2

Term 3

Unit 4: Maintain Animal Health and
Welfare (10 credits, optional)

BTEC Level 2 Extended Certiﬁcate in Animal Care:
Any combination of optional units that provide for a combined
total of 30 credits.
Ye a r 1
Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Unit 2: Maintain
Animal
Accommodation
(5 credits,
optional)

Unit 3:
Undertake
Practical Animal
Feeding (5
credits, optional)

Unit 4: Maintain
Animal Health
and Welfare (10
credits, optional)

Ye a r 2
Term 4

Unit 4: Maintain
Animal Health
and Welfare
cont. (10 credits,
optional)

Term 5

Term 6

Unit 11: Introduction to Animal
Breeds and Grooming (10 credits,
optional)

BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Animal Care:
Four mandatory units, plus optional units that provide for a
combined total of 60 credits.
Ye a r 1
Term 1

Unit 3:
Undertake
Practical
Animal Feeding
(5 credits,
mandatory)

Term 2

Term 3

Unit 8:
Participate in
Providing Estate
Maintenance (10
credits, optional)

Unit 4: Maintain
Animal Health
and Welfare
(10 credits,
mandatory)

Unit 2: Maintain
Animal
Accommodation
(5 credits,
mandatory)
Ye a r 2
Term 4

Unit 11:
Introduction to
Animal Breeds
and Grooming
(10 credits,
optional)

Term 5

Unit 1:
Undertake
Work Related
Experience in
the Land-based
Industries
(10 credits,
mandatory)

Term 6

Unit 7:
Understand the
Basic Principles
of Animal
Biology (10
credits, optional)

Note: For most BTEC Level 2 First programmes in Land
and Environment, there is no requirement that mandatory
units should be delivered first (as is the case in other
sectors).
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Suggested learner tracking sheet

Unit name

Unit name
D4

D3

D2

D1

M4

M3

M2

M1

P4

P3

P2

P1

D4

D3

D2

D1

M4

M3

M2

P4

M1

P3

P2

Learner name

Systematically track all of your assignments at grading
criterion level so that you build a full and complete
achievement record for every learner. This is especially
important in differentiated learning or in special
circumstances such as illness where all assignments may
not be carried out. In these cases, full unit coverage can
sometimes be achieved through cross-reference with other
related units, however evidence provided by learners must
fully cover the criteria.
Many centres are making use of virtual learning
environments (VLEs) such as Blackboard or Moodle
that allow tutors to maintain individual learner sites and
keep work electronically. You may decide to give parents
access so that they too can check learner progress and
achievement. This kind of service will help parents to
understand how BTECs are assessed.

D4

D3

D2

D1

M3

M2

M1

P4

P3

P2

P1

D4

D3

D2

D1

Tutor name
M4

Tutor name
M3

Unit name

M2

M1

P4

Assignment name

Unit name

M4

Suggested assignment tracking sheet
(for integrated unit delivery, with different tutors delivering each unit)

P3

For more information about BTEC assessment and
internal verification, please see pages 39–40.

Whatever decisions you make about your programme
delivery, it is important that you carefully map the
assessment of criteria across units and keep accurate
records to track learner achievement. Tracking sheets like
those shown opposite can be constructed easily in Word or
Excel. The ones opposite are available at on the CD-ROM
that is provided with your specification.

P1

• There may be opportunities to co-teach BTEC
Level 2 Firsts with GCSEs, however it is important
that there is clear differentiation between BTEC
assignments and GCSE coursework.
• You must ensure that the work produced meets the
BTEC unit content requirements and that sufficient
coverage is not compromised.
• Remember: assessment for BTEC should be
undertaken within a vocational context and must
fulfil the unit grading criteria.
• Where there are a number of assessors working
on a BTEC programme, they should be involved in
standardisation exercises to ensure consistency of
assessment decision-making.
• There must be a robust and effective internal
verification process in place.

Keeping track

P2

Can I co-teach BTEC with GCSE?

Planning unit delivery

P1
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BTEC units: a quick overview

BTEC units: a quick overview
Every BTEC unit is structured in exactly the same way, and this structure has been
developed to facilitate your delivery of the course. The notes here give a quick
overview. For full details of this structure please see the speciﬁcation.

Participate in Providing
Estate Maintenance

Assessment of M4 could be an extension of work completed for P11, P12, P13 and P14. Learners are
required to explain the importance of planning estate maintenance work, particularly in overcoming the
potential problems identified in the pass criteria. Evidence may be a verbal or written report, leaflet or
presentation.

Unit code:

Y/600/9364

In addition to the merit criteria above learners wishing to gain a distinction grade will have to meet all
distinction criteria.

QCF Level 2:

BTEC First

Credit value:

10

Unit 8:

For D1, learners are required to review the work they have completed for the pass and merit criteria, and
suggest further maintenance work required. These suggestions should include maintenance of tools and
equipment, boundaries and surfaces/habitats. Evidence may be a presentation, report, leaflet or guidance
booklet.

Guided learning hours: 60

Title page
The first page of the specification gives the
unit title, QCF level, the credit value and
the guided learning hours (GLH). It also
sets out the unit aim and purpose, the unit
introduction and the learning outcomes.

Aim and purpose
This unit aims to provide learners with an understanding of the principles of estate skills and how these can
be applied in practice. This unit is primarily aimed at learners within a centre-based setting looking to progress
into the sector or further education and training.

Unit introduction
Developing skills in estate maintenance is fundamental for learners studying any land-based qualification.
Workers in many different jobs need to be able to carry out construction, maintenance and repair work
on a variety of structures and surfaces. This unit develops these practical skills, together with the required
underpinning knowledge.
This unit aims to develop practical skills in the use of hand tools and equipment, together with those required
to maintain boundaries and surfaces or habitats in the context of the industry sector being studied by the
learner. Learners will work both independently and in group situations to refine their individual skills and
abilities.

Criteria covered

Assignment title

Scenario

Assessment method

P11, P12, P13, P14, M4,
D2

Being Safe and
Considering the
Environment

You are working for a
land based business,
and have been told a
school pupil is planning to
work alongside you for
their work experience.
Create a guidance leaflet
for them which explains
why planning estate
maintenance work is
important. Include the
legislation that affects your
work, how to overcome
problems presented by
services, how to dispose
of waste and minimise
environmental damage.
Your leaflet should also
show how to plan and
carry out two tasks to
overcome problems and
demonstrate responsible
practices.

Leaflet.

Learning outcomes
On completion of this unit a learner should:

Be able to select, transport and use a range of hand tools and equipment for estate maintenance

2

Be able to maintain estate boundaries

3

Be able to maintain surfaces or habitats

4

Know how to work safely and minimise environmental damage.
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Unit content

Assessment and grading criteria

1 Be able to select, transport and use a range of hand tools and equipment for estate
maintenance

In order to pass this unit, the evidence that the learner presents for assessment needs to demonstrate that
they can meet all the learning outcomes for the unit. The assessment criteria for a pass grade describe the
level of achievement required to pass this unit.

Selection of hand tools and equipment: for maintenance tasks eg hammer, spanner, saw, spade, shovel,
yard brush, fork, rake, loppers, secateurs, shears, pickaxe, wire cutters, wire strainers, trowel, mallet, half
moon edging iron, bolster chisel, paint brush, wheelbarrow, string line, tape measure, ladder, spirit level,
fence post driver
Tool and equipment use: safe methods of use, checks and maintenance, safe manual handling, tool and
equipment transportation, safe storage
Safety: current legislation eg Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, safe working practices including manual
handling techniques and working distances; personal protective equipment (PPE), risk assessment

Assessment and grading criteria
To achieve a pass grade the
evidence must show that the
learner is able to:

To achieve a merit grade the
evidence must show that, in
addition to the pass criteria,
the learner is able to:

To achieve a distinction grade
the evidence must show that,
in addition to the pass and
merit criteria, the learner is
able to:

P1

M1 explain the importance
of correct tool selection,
transport, usage and
maintenance

D1

select appropriate tools and
equipment for specific estate
maintenance tasks [SM]

Boundaries: relevant to the land-based sector being studied eg hedgerows, walls (eg retaining, free
standing, dry-stone), ditches, canal/river banks, fencing (eg post and rail, chestnut paling, chain link, post
and wire, electric, panel, closeboard, temporary, security, picket, rabbit, deer, hurdle, trellis)

3 Be able to maintain surfaces or habitats
Surfaces: relevant to the land-based sector being studied eg woodchip, concrete, gravel, soil, stone, grass,
paving eg block, slab; sand, rubber, bitumen, decking, resin, temporary
Habitats: relevant to the land-based sector being studied eg woodland, scrub, grassland, marsh, salt
marsh, sand dune, fen, heathland, mire, bog, flush, swamp, standing water, running water, arable land
Maintenance or repairs: pre maintenance checks, relevant safe maintenance and repair techniques using
correct tools and equipment (eg adding surface, applying a surface treatment, clearing or restoring a
habitat), safe working practices, correct disposal of waste, personal protective equipment (PPE), risk
assessment

P2

discuss the purpose of
practical work completed,
suggesting further
maintenance work required

lift tools and equipment safely
using appropriate techniques
[TW, SM]

P3

transport and use tools and
equipment safely [TW, SM]

P4

maintain and store tools
and equipment according to
instructions [TW, SM]

P5

assess the condition of
boundaries to determine
maintenance requirements
[CT]

P6

carry out routine
maintenance of boundaries
safely [TW, SM]

P7

carry out routine repairs of
boundaries safely [TW, SM]

P8

dispose of waste materials in
line with instructions [TW]

P9

assess the condition of
surfaces or habitats to
determine the maintenance
requirement [CT]
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Undertake Work Experience in the Land-based
Industries
Maintain Animal Accommodation
Conservation and Improvement of British Habitats
Understand the Principles and Practices of Animal
Establishments
Introduction to Caring for Horses

Access to an area of land where practical work can be carried out is essential. Centres may need to provide
transport for learners to travel to suitable sites. First aid facilities and appropriately trained staff are essential for
such visits. Also required is a sufficient range and quantity of hand tools and materials to allow the tasks to be
undertaken safely.
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Delivery of personal, learning and thinking skills
The table below identifies the opportunities for personal, learning and thinking skills (PLTS) that have been
included within the pass assessment criteria of this unit.

Agate E – Fencing: A Practical Handbook (BTCV, 2001) ISBN 9780946752294
Agate E – Footpaths: A Practical Handbook (BTCV, 2001) ISBN 9780946752317

Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

reporting how to overcome problems faced while working

Agate E – Tree Planting and Aftercare: A Practical Handbook (BTCV, 2001) ISBN 9780946752256

reporting on how environmental damage can be minimised

Agate E – Woodlands: A Practical Handbook (BTCV, 2002) ISBN 9780946752331

describing how to overcome typical problems that may occur during estate
maintenance activities

Brooks A and Agate E – Hedging: A Practical Handbook (BTCV, 1998) ISBN 9780946752171
Brooks A and Agate E – Waterways and Wetlands: A Practical Handbook (BTCV, 2001)
Brooks A, Adcock S and Agate E – Dry Stone Walling: A Practical Handbook (BTCV, 1999)
ISBN 9780946752195

Creative thinkers

Assessing the condition of boundaries, surfaces or habitats to determine
maintenance requirement

Reflective learners

reviewing the purposes of different types of boundaries

Scottish Executive Rural Affairs Department – Prevention of Environmental Pollution from Agricultural Activity:
Code of Good Practice Dos and Don’ts Guide (Scottish Executive, 2002) ISBN 9780755905188
Stokes A – Health and Safety Overview for Practical Conservation Project: A Guide to Good Practice for
Conservation Groups and Land Managers (BTCV, 1999)
Sutherland W J – Managing Habitats for Conservation (Cambridge University Press; 1st Edition, 1995)
ISBN 9780521447768
Websites

M3 plan and carry out the
maintenance or repair tasks
to agreed timescales and
specification
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D2

discuss how to plan and
carry out specified estate
maintenance tasks to
overcome problems and
demonstrate responsible
working practices.
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www.btcv.org.uk

British Trust for Conservation Volunteers

www.defra.gov.uk

Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs

www.fwag.org.uk

Farm Wildlife and Advisory Group

www.hse.gov.uk

Health and Safety Executive

www.lantra.co.uk

Lantra Sector Skills Council

www.naturalengland.org.uk

Natural England

www.rhs.org.uk

Royal Horticultural Society

Team workers

taking responsibility for the environment
carrying out maintenance tasks safely

Self-managers

selecting appropriate tools/equipment for specific estate maintenance tasks
Lifting, transporting, maintaining and storing tools and equipment safely using
appropriate techniques

Effective participators

reporting how to overcome problems faced while working
reporting on how environmental damage can be minimised
describing how to overcome typical problems that may occur during estate
maintenance activities.

Although PLTS are identified within this unit as an inherent part of the assessment criteria, there are further
opportunities to develop a range of PLTS through various approaches to teaching and learning.
Skill

When learners are …

Independent enquirers

investigating key points of the current environmental and health and safety
legislation and codes of practice

Creative thinkers

applying techniques to maintenance tasks

Reflective learners

evaluating own performance
peer help and support during tasks

Self-managers

risk assessment completion

Effective participators

investigating problems that occur when lifting incorrectly.

Indicative reading, resources packs
and websites
Suggested learner resource material.

Health and Safety Executive leaflets eg Manual Handling Assessment Charts (HSE, 2003)
ISBN 9780946752300
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Functional Skills – Level 2

PLTS signposting
Opportunities to develop personal learning
and thinking skills within the unit.

action planning and target setting for future activities
Team workers

Other Publications

122

Essential resources
Specialist resources needed to allow
learners to generate evidence for the unit.

presenting current environmental and health and safety legislation and codes of
practice

Butterfield, W H – Making Fences Walls and Hedges (BiblioBazaar, 2009) ISBN 9781110871339
Key R – Garden Surfaces: 20 Projects for Paths, Decks, Steps Patios and Edgings (Laurel Glen Publishing, 2003)
ISBN 9781571458247

Programme of suggested assignments
For guidance only, this table lists ideas for
assignments that would cover the grading
criteria. It is recommended that you write
your own assignments or adapt Edexcel’s to
meet local needs and resources. Remember:
all assignments must be internally verified
by your centre before issue to learners to
ensure they are fit for purpose.

121

Textbooks

Negus J and Bradley V – Garden Tools: An Illustrated Guide to Choosing, Using and Maintaining (Carroll &
Brown Publishers Limited; illustrated edition, 2001) ISBN 9781903258231
M2 plan and carry out the
maintenance and repair tasks
to agreed timescales and
specification

Links to National Occupational
Standards, other BTEC units and
BTEC qualifications
Shows opportunities for integrated
delivery of units.

Essential resources

Indicative reading for learners

Learning time should address all learning (including assessment) relevant to the learning outcomes, regardless
of where, when and how the learning has taken place.

Essential guidance for tutors

Undertake Estate Skills

Element CU19.2 Construct and maintain paths

This unit focuses on the skills of estate maintenance and will provide learners with a basic knowledge
of undertaking tasks on boundaries and surfaces or habitats. Learners will be encouraged to develop an
understanding of health and safety while working and will consider environmental protection and ways of
minimising damage in addition. Centres are encouraged to develop links with local businesses within the
sector being studied so learners can experience the day-to-day running of a busy estate via guest speakers and
visits.

MacLean M – New Hedges for the Countryside (Farming Press Books and Videos, 1992)
ISBN 9780852362426

M4 explain the importance of
P11 state the current
planning estate maintenance
environmental and health and
work.
safety legislation and codes of
practice [RL]
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Level 3

Element CU19.1 Construct and maintain boundaries

Employer engagement and vocational contexts

Kindersley D – Walls and Fences (RHS Practicals) (Dorling Kindersley; 2nd Revised Edition, 2003)
ISBN 9780751348620

P10 carry out appropriate
maintenance or repairs of
surfaces or habitats [TW, SM]
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Level 2

Ideally, tasks should be carried out ‘for real’ but, where this is not possible, temporary work is permissible.
Powered machinery can be used where appropriate.

Agate E – Toolcare: A Maintenance and Workshop Manual (BTCV, 2000) ISBN 9780946752249

2 Be able to maintain estate boundaries

Maintenance and repairs: pre maintenance checks, relevant safe routine maintenance and repair
techniques using correct tools and equipment (eg trimming hedges, clearing ditches, restoring banks,
repairs to walls and fences), safe working practices, correct disposal of waste, personal protective
equipment (PPE), risk assessment

Assessment and grading criteria grid
The evidence that each learner must
produce to achieve pass, merit or distinction.
This is the most important section of
each unit – units must be taught and
assessed by these criteria (not the learning
outcomes).

The table below shows a programme of suggested assignments that cover the pass, merit and distinction
criteria in the assessment and grading grid. This is for guidance and it is recommended that centres either
write their own assignments or adapt any Edexcel assignments to meet local needs and resources.

On the achievement of this unit, learners will be able to complete a variety of basic maintenance and repair
tasks, demonstrating awareness of health and safety and working with due regard to the environment around
them. This unit will prepare the learner for work in a variety of vocational jobs within the land-based sector
and will provide a sound foundation for further study at a higher level.

1

This unit forms part of the BTEC Environmental and Land-based sector suite. This unit has particular links with
the following unit titles in the Environmental and Land-based suite:

Programme of suggested assignments

Throughout this unit learners will be made aware of the health and safety implications of the work they are
carrying out and its possible impact on the environment. They will learn the importance of risk assessment,
keeping themselves and those around them safe and using personal protective equipment. They will also
gain an overview of environmental and health and safety legislation and the consequences of not adhering to
these.

Guided learning hours (GLH): all the times
when a member of staff (e.g. tutor, trainer or
facilitator) is present to give guidance.

Unit content
Lists the breadth of knowledge, skills and
understanding needed to achieve each of
the learning outcomes. This outlines what
you should cover in your delivery and what
your learners need to know.

For D2, learners are required to discuss how to plan and carry out two estate maintenance tasks to
overcome problems and demonstrate responsible practices. The tasks chosen may be selected by the tutor
or agreed through discussion with the learner. This assessment links to the pass and merit criteria, and the
discussion should include, for example, how to plan to work within the legislation, minimise environmental
damage, overcome problems and use appropriate tools safely and effectively. Evidence may be in the same
format as D1.

Links to National Occupational Standards, other BTEC units, other BTEC
qualifications and other relevant units and qualifications
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Skill

123

When learners are …

Mathematics

Essential guidance for tutors
Unit-specific guidance on delivery and
assessment.

Delivery

Topic and suggested assignments/activities and/assessment

Skill

The delivery of this unit is likely to have a highly practical content, with learners given sufficient time to
develop their practical skills. Delivery of the underpinning knowledge is likely to involve a range of techniques,
including classroom based sessions, visits, guest speakers and links to appropriate work experience.

Introduction and overview of the unit.

ICT – Use ICT systems

Assignment 1: Being Safe and Considering the Environment (P11, P12, P13, P14, M4, D2)

Select, interact with and use ICT systems
independently for a complex task to meet a
variety of needs

Health and Safety and environmental protection should be covered at the beginning of this unit as this will
allow the learner to develop underpinning knowledge of the possible hazards and risks involved in their
practical activities. The use of a safety officer or an outside speaker would be able to back up theory with
up-to-date legislative requirements and also indicate service providers. A clear link to risk assessments should
follow so they can be completed prior to undertaking practical tasks. Tutors should be up to date on the
key aspects of legislation and ensure that practical activities are carried out safely and legally. Learners should
understand how laws affect them while working practically both in the centre and in the workplace.
When using hand tools the tool should be set in context of the industry being studied. It is expected that
tutors will cover all tools listed while working practically. This can be achieved by demonstration, supervised
practical activities and observation however, if this is not possible the tool should be identified and examples
of use given. Safe use, storage and transportation of tools can be achieved through practical activities and
observations within the tool shed/workshop and should be backed up with care and maintenance tasks.

Outline learning plan
This suggests one way you could deliver
the unit. Design your own learning plan
to mirror your preferred delivery and
assessment methods for unit coverage.
(This will be crucial where a more integrated
delivery profile is adopted.)

Tutor introduces the assignment.
Theory based sessions: Introduction to health and safety to develop underpinning knowledge of the possible
hazards and risks involved in their practical activities. Accident reporting, consequences of accidents at work,
personal protective equipment (PPE), risk assessments, safe manual handling techniques.
Practical: carrying out a risk assessment.

Personal study, assessment completion and support

Draw conclusions and provide mathematical
justifications

Select and use a variety of sources of
researching the internet for current environmental and health and
information independently for a complex task safety codes of practice

Theory session: introduction to tools, types and purpose.
Practical sessions: selecting tools and equipment for tasks.

Access, search for, select and use ICTbased information and evaluate its fitness for
purpose

It is expected that learners will investigate the uses of boundaries fully, identifying the purpose of those
maintained in earlier tasks. During classroom based lessons, active problem solving tasks can be used to cover
all listed problems that may occur during estate maintenance activities in the unit content. Learners should
have access to a range of path materials to cover both fluid and hard components. Those that cannot be
practically accessed should be identified while on visits or via research.

Theory session: assessing maintenance needs and purpose of boundaries, types of maintenance and repair for
different boundary types.

Learners may have the opportunity to contribute to the maintenance of boundaries, surfaces or habitats while
on work placements. They should be encouraged to ask for observation records and/or witness statements
to be provided as evidence. Guidance on the use of observation records and witness statements is provided
on the Edexcel website.

Tutor introduces the assignment.

Practical sessions: safe lifting and transport of tools and equipment.
Theory: Maintenance and storage of tools and equipment, reasons why important, how to carry out checks and
maintenance.

ICT – Develop, present and
communicate information

Practical sessions: maintenance and storage of tools and equipment.

Enter, develop and format information
independently to suit its meaning and
purpose including:

Assignment 3: Boundary Maintenance (P5, P6, P7, P8, M2)

Tutor introduces the assignment.

Visits to see examples of different boundaries and maintenance required.
Practical demonstrations, activities and assessments on boundaries
Assignment 4: Surface or Habitat Maintenance (P9, P10, M3, D1)

●

text and tables

●

images

●

numbers

●

records

producing risk assessment for practical tasks

producing risk assessment for practical tasks

English

ICT – Find and select information

Tutor introduces the assignment.

Functional skills signposting
Opportunities to generate evidence to meet
the requirements of functional skills tests.

Identify the situation or problem and the
mathematical methods needed to tackle it

Use appropriate checking procedures and
evaluate their effectiveness at each stage

Troubleshoot

Assignment 2: Tools and Equipment (P1, P2, P3, P4, M1)

Understand routine and non-routine
problems in a wide range of familiar and
unfamiliar contexts and situations

Select and apply a range of skills to find
solutions

Follow and understand the need for safety
and security practices

Site visit: potential problems presented by services, disposing of waste, environmental good practice.

Theory session: safe lifting principles, how to apply in practice, how to transport safely.

Tutors could integrate the delivery, private study and assessment relating to this unit with any other relevant
units and assessment instruments in the learners programme of study.

presenting information on current environmental and health and
safety codes of practice

Use ICT to effectively plan work and
evaluate the effectiveness of the ICT system
they have used
Manage information storage to enable
efficient retrieval

Theory based sessions: Theory based sessions current environmental legislation and codes of practice,
environmental protection and waste disposal.

The estate maintenance of boundaries, surfaces and habitats are closely related to their delivery. The
techniques of this delivery should be varied, but must be practically based to meet the criteria. Learners
should have the opportunity to identify different types of boundaries, surfaces or habitats which are already
established in order to link theory and practice. This may have to be achieved on visits to different businesses
within their own area of study. Learners will also need access to practical areas where they can put into
practice those skills learnt in the classroom. It is essential that learners understand the importance of the
environmental issues that surround their practical tasks and deal with waste accordingly throughout their
work.

Tutors should not expect learners to do physical tasks that are beyond their physical capabilities.

When learners are …

designing maintenance planning sheets

Speaking and listening – make a range of
contributions to discussions and make
effective presentations in a wide range of
contexts

presenting information on current environmental and health and
safety codes of practice

Reading – compare, select, read and
understand texts and use them to gather
information, ideas, arguments and opinions

researching for current environmental and health and safety
codes of practice

Writing – write documents, including
extended writing pieces, communicating
information, ideas and opinions, effectively
and persuasively

reporting how to overcome problems faced while working
reporting on how environmental damage can be minimised.

presenting leaflets and pamphlets
producing risk assessments for practical tasks

Bring together information to suit content
and purpose

Classroom session: types of surface and habitat.

Present information in ways that are fit for
purpose and audience

Practical session: assessing condition of surfaces/habitats.

presenting information on current environmental and health and
safety codes of practice

Evaluate the selection and use of ICT tools
and facilities used to present information

Theory session: planning maintenance of surfaces/habitats.
Practical sessions: maintenance and repair of surfaces/habitats.

Select and use ICT to communicate and
exchange information safely, responsibly and
effectively including storage of messages and
contact lists

Unit review.

Outline learning plan
The outline learning plan has been included in this unit as guidance and can be used in conjunction with the
programme of suggested assignments.
The outline learning plan gives an indication of the volume of learning it would take the average learner to
achieve the learning outcomes. It is indicative and is one way of achieving the credit value.
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Developing a scheme of work
All BTEC Level 2 First units are structured in a way that should facilitate your delivery of the
course. Each unit includes an outline learning plan. This is provided as an example only to illustrate
just one way you might deliver that unit. This plan includes suggested assignments that will cover
the unit’s grading criteria.

From this outline learning plan, you might then develop a
more detailed scheme of work. To show how this might be
achieved, please find opposite the outline learning plan
from Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance
of the BTEC First in Countryside and Environment. An
example of a scheme of work is given on page 24.
Design your own scheme of work to factor in the needs
of your learners and local resources, and to reflect the
assignments that you have designed for the unit. (Always
ensure that assignments – whether designed by yourself,
Edexcel or by others – are internally verified in your centre
before use; see page 40.)

Delivery notes
The introductory session could be delivered using practical
activities. For example, when explaining what constitutes
appropriate evidence for an assignment, learners
could work in groups to identify the various methods
for themselves. (For more information on assignment
evidence, see page 34.)
Always try to make your teaching as learner centred as
possible, and apply it to land-based industry using realistic
scenarios. This allows learners to investigate and apply
knowledge within their work.
Visiting speakers (for example, farmers, fencing
contractors or representatives from Natural England) give
the topics a realistic aspect for learners. Your programme
team should endeavour to forge links with local landbased industries, not only for the valuable input they might
provide as guest speakers, but also as a possible source of
work experience. Industry representatives can also make a
significant contribution to all aspects of the programme if
they can be persuaded occasionally to attend course team
meetings. Guest speakers should be briefed about the
level of learners’ understanding and a lesson plan should
be prepared with them, with clear learning objectives in
order that learners may gain maximum benefit from the
experience.
NB. Although the majority of invited speakers will add to
the relevance of the subject for the learners, take care
that speakers do not use the sessions as an opportunity
to impart political, quasi-political or unbalanced views
contrary to the requirements of the 1996 Education Act.

Group work
Group work is vitally important for BTEC programmes
and you should provide opportunities for group
work frequently throughout the course. Remember,
however, that if any group work contributes towards an
assignment, individual learners must be able to provide
evidence that they have individually met the criteria.

When learners are working on their assignments, tutors
should advise them to remain focused on providing
evidence that is relevant and fulﬁls the grading criteria. It is
helpful to demonstrate a ‘model answer’ to an assignment
or task. Giving learners guidance regarding the volume of
work expected can be useful; for example, suggested word
limits for written tasks, or the size required for a poster.

Learners should understand how continuous assessment
works in terms of interim and formative assessment. All
learners should submit interim work or show you where
they are with their assignments so that you can feed back
on how well they are meeting the tasks against the criteria
that they are working towards. If a learner has already met
the pass criteria, you should indicate how the learner can
achieve merit and distinction grades. If the pass criteria
are not yet met, indicate what the learner has to do to get
to the appropriate standard.

How do I cover the unit content?
• Work closely with the specification document to
ensure that you fully understand the coverage for
each learning outcome within each unit.
• Check your content coverage against the grading
criteria.
• Make sure you understand the distinction between
content that must be covered and content that
is optional, such as topics listed after ‘eg’ in the
specification – here tutors may use these examples
or replace them with relevant alternatives of their
own choice.
• Rather than following the assignment ideas in the
specification, it may be possible for you to consider
smaller assignments over shorter periods of time
which will keep your learners engaged. Remember
that your assignments must always be designed for
your learners.
• Use a tracking sheet to plan your assignments and
cross check to see if all content is covered. See
page 19 for examples of tracking sheets.

Outline Learning Plan for Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance
Topic and suggested assignments, activities and assessment

Introduction and overview of the unit
Assignment 1: Being safe and considering the environment (P11, P12, P13, P14, M4, D2) Tutor introduces the
assignment brief.
Theory-based sessions: Introduction to health and safety to develop underpinning knowledge of the possible hazards
and risks involved in their practical activities. Accident reporting, consequences of accidents at work, personal protective
equipment (PPE), risk assessments, safe manual handling techniques
Practical: carrying out a risk assessment
Theory based sessions: theory based sessions current environmental legislation and codes of practice, environmental
protection and waste disposal
Site visit: Potential problems presented by services, disposing of waste, environmental good practice
Personal study, assessment completion and support.
Assignment 2: Tools and equipment (P1, P2, P3, P4, M1) Tutor introduces the assignment brief.
Theory session: introduction to tools, types and purpose
Practical sessions: selecting tools and equipment for tasks

Looking out for plagiarism
Be careful with the use of the internet, as
unfortunately the copying and pasting of text into
assignments is happening with alarming regularity.
Even at this level, a plagiarism policy may be
required to encourage learners to reference the
work of others as far as possible. See www.jcq.
org.uk for advice on detecting plagiarism. On the
first assignment make sure that any cut and paste
evidence is rejected and learners are made to do the
work in their own words. This will pay dividends in
the long run.

Theory session: safe lifting principles, how to apply in practice, how to transport safely
Practical sessions: safe lifting and transport of tools and equipment
Theory: maintenance and storage of tools and equipment, reasons why important, how to carry out checks and
maintenance
Practical sessions: maintenance and storage of tools and equipment.
Assignment 3: Boundary maintenance (P5, P6, P7, P8, M2) Tutor introduces the assignment brief.
Theory session: assessing maintenance needs and purpose of boundaries, types of maintenance and repair for different
boundary types
Visits to see examples of different boundaries and maintenance required
Practical demonstrations, activities and assessments on boundaries.
Assignment 4: Surface or habitat maintenance (P9, P10, M3, D1) Tutor introduces the assignment brief
Classroom session: types of surface and habitat
Practical session: assessing condition of surfaces/habitats
Theory session: planning maintenance of surfaces/habitats
Practical sessions: maintenance and repair of surfaces/habitats
Unit review
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Sample scheme of work for Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance
Session

Teaching topic

Approx time
allocated*†

Linked assessment

Resource checklist

Core content and delivery methods

Presentation introducing Unit 5:
Participate in Providing Estate
Maintenance

1

Introduction and overview of the
unit
Health and safety requirements

2 hrs

P11, P12, P13, P14,
M4, D2

Handout explaining grading criteria

Tutor introduction to the unit and explanation of grading criteria, with reference to Edexcel website

Presentation introducing the work to be
undertaken during the study of the unit

Explanation of pass, merit and distinction criteria

Presentation outlining relevant health
and safety guidelines, environmental
legislation, and codes of practice

Whole class discussion

Tutor presentation introducing the range of work undertaken as part of estate maintenance skills
Tutor presentation outlining relevant health and safety guidelines, and codes of practice

Handout explaining safety rules
Whiteboard or flipchart for whole class
discussion

2

Risk assessments
(If your centre is delivering
more than one unit where risk
assessments are required, an
introduction at this stage of
the course could be followed
by practice risk assessments
integrated with later assignment
work.)

Completed risk assessments
Risk assessment templates
2.5 hrs

All criteria involving
risk assessments

Handout explaining how to complete
and use risk assessments

Generic session concerning the reason for, use of, and writing of risk assessments

Whiteboard or flipchart for whole class
discussion
Presentation from previous session

3

Environmental protection and
waste disposal
Introduction to Assignment 1:
Being safe and considering the
environment

2 hrs

P11, P12, P13, P14,
M4, D2

Brief for Assignment 1

Tutor-led brief question and answer review of sessions 1 and 2

Suitable Health and Safety Executive
(HSE) and trade literature

Tutor presentation outlining current environmental legislation and codes of practice, environmental protection and waste disposal

Internet and list of websites
Whiteboard or flipchart for whole class
discussion

Allocate learners to groups for the assignment
Small group work researching health and safety legislation for feedback to the class

Maps of potential suitable sites
Transport to and from site (if applicable)
Digital camera(s)
Risk assessment

4

Site visit:
Potential problems presented
by services (pipes and cables)
disposing of waste, environmental
good practice

Handout detailing the contact details for
the relevant utility companies
2.5 hrs

P11, P12, P13, P14,
M4, D2

List of appropriate waste disposal
facilities
A waste disposal ‘game’ (e.g. a series
of cards with different waste types
written on them, which need to be
placed in an appropriate ‘skip’).
Photographs and diagrams of the effects
of good and poor environmental practice
Whiteboard or flipchart for whole class
discussion

*The suggested timings are approximate, and the sessions could be broken down further; however, unless sites are very
close to a base room, it is usually inappropriate to undertake practical sessions that are shorter than half a day. Full days
are preferable, as less time is lost in travelling. It is also essential that some form of contingency plan is developed in case of
bad weather or waterlogged soil conditions, etc.
†Guided learning hours (GLH): all the times when a member of staff (e.g. tutor, trainer or facilitator) is present to give
guidance (‘contact time’). This includes lessons, lectures, tutorials and supervised study in, for example, learning resource
centres and workshops. It also includes time spent with learners observing and assessing their work towards assignments.

Tutor explanation of methods of locating pipes and cables; how to disconnect services; who to contact, and planning work to
avoid pipes and cables
Safe waste disposal
Environmental good practice
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Session

5

Teaching topic

Feedback on Assignment 1

Approx time
allocated*†

1 hr

Linked assessment

P11, P12, P13, P14,
M4, D2

Developing a scheme of work

Resource checklist

Brief for Assignment 1

Core content and delivery methods

One to one feedback on assignment work

Tools that learners need to be able to
identify and handle
Examples of alternative tools that may
be used

6

Hand tool use and recognition

2 hrs

P1, P2, P3, P4, M1,
D1

Tutor presentation outlining recognition, safe use, storage and transportation of tools, and their care and maintenance

Handouts outlining safe use, storage
and transportation of tools

Class tool identification session (including different regional names)

Suitable HSE and manufacturers’
literature

Small group discussion regarding safe use, storage and maintenance of tools

Video of safe use of hand tools
Whiteboard or flipchart for whole class
discussion

Video of safe use of hand tools
Tutor-led question and answer review
Individual internet research on safe use of different tools

Risk assessment templates
Video demonstrating safe lifting
techniques and manual handling

7

Safe lifting and manual handling
techniques, and safe transport of
tools and equipment

2 hrs

P1, P2, P3, P4, M1,
D1

Video presentation of safe lifting and manual handling techniques

Handouts explaining safe lifting and
manual handling

Tutor demonstration of safe lifting techniques

Suitable HSE and manufacturers’
literature

Methods of safely transporting tools and equipment

Whiteboard or flipchart for whole class
discussion

In small groups, learners should practice safe lifting and manual handling technique
Tutor-led question and answer review
Individual internet research on safe lifting and manual handling

Risk assessment templates
8

Practical hand tool selection for a
specific task

2 hrs

P1, P2, P3, P4, M1,
D1

Copies of session 6 and 7 resources
Resources to carry out a suitable minor
practical task

Undertake an appropriate basic practical task to demonstrate safe use of tools
Tutor review of maintenance and storage

Briefs for Assignments 2 and 3

9

Tool use in boundary maintenance
Assignments 2 and 3

2 hrs

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5,
P8, P11, P12, P13,
P14, M1, M4 D1, D2
(Assignment
2: Tools and
equipment, P1, P2,
P3, P4, M1)

Handout detailing practical tasks for
sessions 11 and 12
Maps or plans of the practical sites

Tutor introduction to boundary maintenance and forthcoming practicals

Tool requisition list

Whole class to develop a comprehensive possible resource list for forthcoming practicals

Tool request templates

Small group work with learners deciding on the resources required, and reviewing risk assessment and safe working procedures

Flip chart or whiteboard to summarise
discussion of risk assessments

Whole class discussion of risk assessment with reference to site photographs

View photographs or slides of boundary
1

*The suggested timings are approximate, and the sessions could be broken down further; however, unless sites are very
close to a base room, it is usually inappropriate to undertake practical sessions that are shorter than half a day. Full days
are preferable, as less time is lost in travelling. It is also essential that some form of contingency plan is developed in case of
bad weather or waterlogged soil conditions, etc.
†Guided learning hours (GLH): all the times when a member of staff (e.g. tutor, trainer or facilitator) is present to give
guidance (‘contact time’). This includes lessons, lectures, tutorials and supervised study in, for example, learning resource
centres and workshops. It also includes time spent with learners observing and assessing their work towards assignments.
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Session

Teaching topic

Approx time
allocated*†

Linked assessment

Developing a scheme of work

Resource checklist

Core content and delivery methods

Briefs for Assignments 2 and 3
Handout detailing practical tasks for
session 11

10

Practical 1:
Maintenance of boundary 1

8 hrs

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5,
P6, P7, P8, P11, P12,
P13, P14, M1, M2,
M4, D1, D2
(Assignment
3: Boundary
Maintenance P5,
P6, P7, P8, M2)

Maps or plans of the practical sites
Suitable boundary
Transport to and from site
Risk assessments
Personal protective equipment (PPE),
spare PPE

Learners develop practical skills for boundary maintenance
Learners develop safe working practices
Learners to consider environmental good practice and waste disposal opportunities
Tutor should encourage learners to reflect on their achievement
Videos may be used to capture assessment evidence and aid later de-briefing

Tools and equipment
Opportunities to dispose of waste safely
Video camera
Briefs for Assignments 2 and 3
Handout detailing practical tasks for
session 12
Maps or plans of the practical sites

11

Practical 2:
Maintenance of boundary 2

8 hrs

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5,
P6, P7, P8, P11, P12,
P13, P14, M1, M2,
M4, D1, D2

Suitable boundary
Transport to and from site
Risk assessments
Personal protective equipment (PPE),
spare PPE

Learners develop practical skills for boundary maintenance
Learners develop safe working practices
Learners to consider environmental good practice and waste disposal opportunities
Tutor should encourage learners to reflect on their achievement
Videos may be used to capture assessment evidence and aid later de-briefing

Tools and equipment
Opportunities to dispose of waste safely
Video camera
Briefs for Assignments 2 and 3
12

Feedback/debrief on Assignments
2 and 3

2 hrs

P1, P2, P3, P4, P5,
P6, P7, P8, M1, M2

Handout detailing practical tasks for
sessions 11 and 12

Tutor presentation on appropriate situations for surfaces or habitats, problems that may occur, etc.

Videos of practicals, if appropriate
Brief for Assignment 4

13

Introduction to maintenance of
surfaces and habitats
Introduction to Assignment 4:
Surface or habitat maintenance

2 hrs

P9, P10, M3, D1, D2
(Assignment 4:
Surface or Habitat
Maintenance P9,
P10, M3, D1)

Handout detailing practical tasks for
sessions 14 and 15
Maps or plans of the practical sites
Tool requisition list
Tool request templates
Flip chart or whiteboard to summarise
discussion of risk assessments
View photographs or slides of site

*The suggested timings are approximate, and the sessions could be broken down further; however, unless sites are very
close to a base room, it is usually inappropriate to undertake practical sessions that are shorter than half a day. Full days
are preferable, as less time is lost in travelling. It is also essential that some form of contingency plan is developed in case of
bad weather or waterlogged soil conditions, etc.
†Guided learning hours (GLH): all the times when a member of staff (e.g. tutor, trainer or facilitator) is present to give
guidance (‘contact time’). This includes lessons, lectures, tutorials and supervised study in, for example, learning resource
centres and workshops. It also includes time spent with learners observing and assessing their work towards assignments.

Tutor introduction to forthcoming practicals regarding maintaining surfaces and habitats
Whole class to develop a comprehensive possible resource list for forthcoming practicals
Small group work with learners deciding on the resources required, and reviewing risk assessment and safe working procedures,
including environmental good practice and waste disposal
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Session

Teaching topic

Approx time
allocated*†

Linked assessment

Developing a scheme of work

Resource checklist

Core content and delivery methods

Brief for Assignment 4
Handout detailing practical tasks for
session 14
Maps or plans of the practical sites
Practical 3:
Maintain a surface or habitat 1
14

8 hrs

P1, P2, P3, P4, P8,
P9, P10, P11, P12,
P13, P14, M1, M3,
M4, D1, D2

Suitable surface or habitat
Transport to and from site
Risk assessments
Personal protective equipment (PPE),
spare PPE

Learners develop practical skills for surface or habitat maintenance
Learners develop safe working practices
Learners to consider environmental good practice and waste disposal opportunities
Tutor should encourage learners to reflect on their achievement
Videos may be used to capture assessment evidence and aid later de-briefing

Tools and equipment
Opportunities to dispose of waste safely
Video camera
Brief for Assignment 4
Handout detailing practical tasks for
session 15
Maps or plans of the practical sites

15

Practical 4:
Maintain a surface or habitat 2

8 hrs

P1, P2, P3, P4, P8,
P9, P10, P11, P12,
P13, P14, M1, M3,
M4, D1, D2

Suitable surface or habitat
Transport to and from site
Risk assessments
Personal protective equipment (PPE),
spare PPE

Learners develop practical skills for surface or habitat maintenance
Learners develop safe working practices
Learners to consider environmental good practice and waste disposal opportunities
Tutor should encourage learners to reflect on their achievement
Videos may be used to capture assessment evidence and aid later de-briefing

Tools and equipment
Opportunities to dispose of waste safely
Video camera
Presentation handouts on storing tools
and safe waste disposal

16

Complete any outstanding practical
work, dispose of all remaining
waste appropriately and store tools

2 hrs

All

Handout: case study of a particular
scenario site
Whiteboard or flipchart for class
discussion

Tutor presentation explaining storing tools and safe waste disposal
Group exercise categorising types of waste

Video evidence for reflection regarding
the practicals undertaken
17

Visiting speaker or visit

2 hrs

All

Whiteboard or flipchart for class
discussion
Anything relevant to the topic

Total time

60 hours

*The suggested timings are approximate, and the sessions could be broken down further; however, unless sites are very
close to a base room, it is usually inappropriate to undertake practical sessions that are shorter than half a day. Full days
are preferable, as less time is lost in travelling. It is also essential that some form of contingency plan is developed in case of
bad weather or waterlogged soil conditions, etc.
†Guided learning hours (GLH): all the times when a member of staff (e.g. tutor, trainer or facilitator) is present to give
guidance (‘contact time’). This includes lessons, lectures, tutorials and supervised study in, for example, learning resource
centres and workshops. It also includes time spent with learners observing and assessing their work towards assignments.

Presentation from a visiting speaker, or visit to host
Tutor and learner guided discussion with an industry expert(s)
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Assessment and grading
Learners work through BTEC units by participating in the learning programme and tackling the
assignments you set for them. The ultimate aims in the setting of assignments are to cover the
grading criteria for each unit and to set learning within a vocational context. (Full guidance on
assignment design can be found on page 34.)

Tell me more about assignments
The number of assignments for each unit will vary. It is
up to you how you decide to cover the grading criteria for
each unit. Take into account the ability of your cohort of
learners, the requirements of the unit itself, local resources
and not least your imagination as tutor.
There are drawbacks in setting both too few and too many
assignments. If you set too few assignments (by, say,
adopting the one-off project approach), you can place too
much reliance on large pieces of evidence that may only be
available late in the programme. These large assignments can
be hard to assess and difficult to put right if things go wrong.

There are four recommended assignments for Unit 5:
Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance (see the
Programme of Suggested Assignments in the specification
and the associated Outline Learning Plan). The first
assignment covers the criteria P11, P12, P13, P14, M4
and D2. If some learners are losing motivation because
of the length of this assignment, you can create shorter
assignments from the tasks within the original assignment
to make the assessment process more manageable, while
still covering all the targeted criteria.

Too many assignments can put a burden on both you and
the learners. This can lead to fragmentation of the unit.
The unit content, outcomes and grading criteria have
generally been produced to provide a coherent package.
As such, the assignments should, wherever possible,
maintain the coherence and links between the outcomes
and grading criteria of the unit.

With some units, it is possible to write the assignments
working backwards from the D criteria, especially if, by
answering the D criteria, much of the evidence required
for the P and M criteria can also be covered (eg D1, M1,
P4, P3, P2 and P1), and/or where there is an implicit
industry timeline. In the latter case, learners need to know
how and why to lift materials safely before they actually do
any lifting as part of a practical task. This approach can
be used to motivate learners to attempt the higher mark
bands.

Your assessment can be achieved through differently
paced assignments to provide variation: some assessments
can be designed for learners to complete within a short
space of time, and others over the course of several weeks
(or even a whole term).

It is good practice to provide learners with a list of
assignment deadlines over the period of study. This will
help learners to manage their workload. The table below
shows part of an example assignment plan* (the table
could be extended to cover two years).

Unit 1

September

October

Assignment 1

Assignment 2

Unit 2
Unit 3

November

December

January

Assignment 7
Assignment 4

Assignment 3

Unit 4

Assignment 6
Assignment 5

*Generic example only
Engaging learners
Kick-starting an assignment
The most successful assignments are those set in
the context of a suitable practical or industry-based
scenario. Learners may use their work experience or
part-time employment/voluntary work to generate
evidence for their assignments (though it may prove
difficult to obtain paid part-time employment in some
sectors). Where learners have the opportunity to
undertake any work experience, ensure that they
are provided with suitable witness testimonies to
capture any appropriate evidence (templates for
witness testimonies can be found on page 38).

Engage your learners by ensuring that their initial
assignments relate to a topic of particular interest, and
by selecting an assignment methodology that can give
them a sense of achievement when the task has been
successfully completed.

Building a portfolio of evidence
Learners should be encouraged to compile a portfolio
of evidence to meet the grading criteria for each unit.
It is worthwhile spending time developing these skills
during the course induction period.

What about grading?
Learners need to provide evidence to meet the grading
criteria shown in the unit specification.
• To pass a unit, every pass criterion needs to be
achieved.
• To gain a merit, all the pass and merit criteria need to be
achieved.
• To gain a distinction, all the pass, merit and distinction
criteria need to be achieved.
See the specification for further information on how unit
grades are converted to points to calculate a learner’s
overall grade for the course. Learners who complete the
unit but who do not meet all the pass criteria are graded
‘unclassified’.
Each criterion generally begins with an operative
verb, for example:
Pass = describe (what)
Merit = explain (how)
Distinction = justify/evaluate (why)
It is crucial that these same operative verbs are used
in the wording of assignment tasks to yield correct
evidence from the learner to meet each criterion.

Each assignment must cover all or part of the unit’s
grading criteria. This will be dependent on the nature and
size of the individual assignment, and how it relates to
the content of the unit (or units, if you are integrating unit
delivery through assignments).

When the criteria include the assessment of skills or
knowledge and understanding that cannot always be
evidenced in writing, the use of observation records or
witness statements is advised – preferably with the unit
criteria printed out so that accurate judgements can be
made against these criteria. All documents of this nature
should be signed and dated to form an authentic audit
trail within the learner’s assessment profile. For more
information about the use of observation records and
witness statements see pages 35–36.
Working towards merit and distinction criteria
As programmes progress, some learners may
struggle to achieve the merit and distinction criteria.
It is imperative that in giving assignment feedback,
you show learners clearly what they need to do to
improve their grades and achieve the higher criteria.

For full information on grading, please see the
specification.

Tracking learner achievement
There is an example of a learner tracking grid on page
19. These types of grid enable you to keep record of
learners’ progress during the course. If your unit delivery is
integrated with other units, the grids facilitate your tracking
of which assignments have covered which grading criteria.
It is important to ensure that assessors, internal verifiers
and external verifiers have easy access to learner evidence
for each of the unit grading criteria. The evidence must
be clearly referenced and annotated in each learner’s
portfolio.
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Assignment design
Assignments must be designed to motivate learners, to
allow learners to achieve specified unit grading criteria in
vocational contexts, and must call on learners to produce
varied forms of evidence.
When designing assignments it is possible to:
• have one assignment brief to assess all the grading
criteria of a unit
• have two or more smaller assignment briefs for a unit
• allow assessment of criteria from one unit to be
integrated with assessment of criteria from another unit.

The assignment brief must include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the title and level of the qualification
the title and number of unit(s) under assessment
the title of the assignment
the date the assignment is set (start date)
submission/assessment date(s)
the name of the assessor(s)
the name of the learner
space for the learner to sign to confirm the work is
their own.

In addition to this the use of interim/milestone
assessment dates is recommended – especially
where assignments cover a number of criteria. It is
essential that assignments have a suitable timescale.

The scenario
The assignment should be based within an interesting
vocational scenario so that learning can be applied to the
real world of work.

Assessment and grading

The tasks

Assessment criteria

Learner responsibility

Each assignment is divided into tasks: detailed
descriptions of the activities learners will undertake in
order to produce evidence to meet the unit’s grading
criteria and complete the assignment. Each task must:
• specify the extent and nature of evidence that learners
should present
• be clear, specific, time-bound, stepped, relevant and
realistic
• address the grading criteria they target, paying careful
attention to the operative verb of each criterion
(‘describe’, ‘explain’, ‘evaluate’, etc.)
• reference the grading criteria they address
• be presented in learner friendly, engaging and inspirational
language, they should not simply repeat the grading criteria
• address the grading criteria in full, and not split a
criterion across more than one assignment/task.

• The assignment must state exactly which assessment
criteria are being addressed.
• Centres must not rewrite any aspect of the unit’s
assessment and grading criteria nor add their own
centre-devised criteria.
• Centres may provide additional guidance, explaining
assessment criteria requirements in learner friendly
language, but the exact wording of the published criteria
must appear on the assignment.
• You can ’major/minor’ unit coverage: an assignment can
have one unit as the main focus, but learners may also
be producing evidence towards other units as well.

Learners need to take responsibility for completing their
assignments. Many centres have instigated learner
agreements or contracts, which learners sign to commit
themselves to meeting all deadlines and the other
demands of completing their programme. Learners need
to provide evidence that is all their own work – plagiarism
can be an issue. It is important that learners are instructed
on the correct use of referencing. For more information,
see Edexcel’s Centre Guide to Managing Quality: Policies,
Procedures and Practice.

Evidence
Clearly state what learners are expected to provide as
evidence for each task. Forms of evidence can include:
• recorded discussions
• log books/diaries
• artefacts
• presentations
• performance
• brochures/leaflets/posters
• case studies
• web-based material (websites, blogs, VLE, podcasts, etc.)
• role plays
• reports/written investigations
• annotated photographs
• promotional material
• work-based evidence.

Local needs
Assignment briefs should always be developed and
adapted to meet the needs of learners at your centre and
to take account of your centre’s resources. They must also
be checked by someone in your centre (internally verified)
to ensure they are fit for purpose before they are given to
learners (for more information on this see page 39).
The assignment brief will often need to be supplemented
with further information, for example:
• a demonstration
• handouts
• videos or DVDs
• references to books
• references to websites
• visits to source primary research materials within the
locality of your centre
• visits to local habitat sites
• visits from guest speakers such as local professionals,
suppliers and contractors
• functional skills/ PLTS opportunities.

For evidence that is not written, observation records
or witness statements can be completed. See pages
35–36.
An example of an assignment brief can be found on
page 46.

Access to local employers
If learners are unable to gain access to local landbased businesses in order to contextualise their
assignments, then tutor-generated material should
be provided.

Engage your learners
The most successful assignments will engage and
excite learners to take responsibility for the progress
of their own learning.

Observation records
An observation record is used to provide a formal record of an
assessor’s judgement of learner performance (for example,
during presentations, practical activity, performance, role
play) against the targeted grading criteria. The record:
• will relate directly to the grading criteria in the unit
specification
• may confirm achievement or provide specific feedback
of performance
• will provide primary evidence of performance
• will be sufficiently detailed to enable others to make a
judgement as to quality and whether there is sufficient
evidence of performance.
Observation records should be accompanied by supporting
additional evidence. This may take the form of visual
aids, video or audio tapes, CDs, photographs, handouts,
preparation notes, cue cards, diary records, log books and/or
peer assessment records. Observation records should also:
• note how effectively these were used to meet the
assessment criteria
• record the assessor’s comments
• be evidenced in a learner’s portfolio when assessment is
carried out through observation, together with relevant
supporting evidence
• be completed by the assessor who must have direct
knowledge of the specification to enable an assessment
decision to be made
• be signed and dated by the assessor.
An observation record can have greater validity than a
witness statement since it is capable of directly recording
an assessment decision without reference to others.
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Witness statements
A witness statement is used to provide a written record
of learner performance (process evidence) against
grading criteria. Someone other than the assessor of the
qualification/unit may complete it. This may be an assessor
of a different qualification or unit, a work placement
supervisor, a technician, a learning resources manager
or anyone else who has witnessed the performance of
the learner against given assessment criteria. It can be
someone who does not have direct knowledge of the
qualification, unit or assessment criteria as a whole but
who is able to make a professional judgement about the
performance of the learner in the given situation.
The quality of a witness statement is greatly improved and
enables the assessor to judge the standard and validity of
performance against the assessment criteria if:
• the witness is provided with clear guidance on the
desirable characteristics required for successful
performance by including a checklist
• the grading criteria are present on the witness testimony
(this may need further amplification for a non-assessor)
• the witness also provides a statement of the context
within which the evidence is set.

The witness statement does not confer an assessment
decision. The assessor must:
• consider all the information in the witness statement
• note the relevant professional skills of the witness to
make a judgement of performance
• review supporting evidence when making an assessment
decision
• review the statement with the learner to enable a greater
degree of confidence in the evidence
• be convinced that the evidence presented by the witness
statement is valid, sufficient and authentic.

Assessment and grading

Observation record (by tutor)
Learner name
Assessor name
Qualification
Unit number and title
Description of activity undertaken (please be as specific as possible)

When a number of witnesses are providing testimonies:
• every witness testimony should be signed and dated by
the witness
• information of their job role/relationship with the learner
should also be available.
These details add to the validity and authenticity of the
testimony and the statements made in it. Centres should
note that witness testimonies can form a vital part of the
evidence for a unit(s) but they should not form the main or
majority assessment of the unit(s).
Example forms for observation records and witness
statements are given on pages 37 and 38 and can be
modified to show a centre’s own logo

Assessment and grading criteria

How the activity meets the requirements of the assessment and grading criteria

Assessor signature

Date
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Assessment and grading

Witness statement (by external observer)
Learner name
Qualification
Unit number and title

Description of activity undertaken (please be as specific as possible)

Internal verification of
assignment briefs

should complete this and return it to the internal verifier for
sign off. Once the assignment is verified as fit for purpose,
it may be issued to the learners.

Internal verification is a quality assurance system you must
use to monitor assessment practice and decisions. It is
there to ensure that:
• assessment and grading are consistent across the
programme
• assignment briefs are fit for purpose
• assessment decisions accurately match learner work
(evidence) to the unit grading criteria
• standardisation is a feature of centre assessment
practice.

Internal verifiers are advised to use the paperwork
that is available on the CD-ROM that accompanies the
specification (see the example on page 48) as this meets
all Edexcel requirements.

All assignment briefs must be internally verified before they
are issued to learners. The internal verification should be
carried out by a tutor who is vocationally competent and
understands the unit content. This is to ensure that:
• the tasks and evidence will allow the learner to address
the targeted criteria
• the assignment is designed using clear and accessible
language
• learners’ roles and tasks are vocationally relevant and
appropriate to the level of the qualification
• equal opportunities are incorporated.

Assessment and grading criteria

The system used to do this is a matter for individual
centres. Edexcel fully supports the use of the centre’s
own quality assurance systems where they ensure robust
internal standardisation.

How the activity meets the requirements of the assessment and grading criteria, including how and where the activity took place

Witness name
Witness signature

Job role
Date

Assessor name
Assessor signature

Date

Internal verification of assignment briefs should always be
reported and recorded. If action is required, the assessor

Internal verification is to be seen as a supportive process
and, should an assignment not meet the accepted
standards in content coverage, the internal verifier should
return the assignment with appropriate comments. There
should be a deadline set for the amendments to be made
and, when all is approved, the documents should be
signed and dated to give the team an auditable document.
Tutors can engage in professional discussions where there
is disagreement so that all standards and decisions are
shared and understood.

For an example of an internal verification form for an
assignment brief, see page 48.

Lead internal verifiers
Each centre has a lead internal verifier who coordinates
the work of other internal verifiers and offers leadership on
issues of internal standardisation and related training. The
lead internal verifier will be expected to gain accreditation
via the Edexcel online OSCA2 test. The achievement of
this test will permit release and certification of learner
attainment. For more information on becoming a Lead
Internal Verifier see www.btec.co.uk.
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Grading an assignment

Procedure for internal verification

When designing an assignment it is key that you set the
level of expectation for learners and provide guidance
related to the kinds of evidence that they should be
producing. Assignments will not, ideally, require a uniform
response otherwise you will have difficulty in assessing
across the range of grading criteria – differentiated learning
would be constrained. Learners should have the freedom
to develop their own responses within the demands of the
learning outcomes and grading criteria.

Identify the tutors (assessors)
and internal verifier team for
the whole programme

Tutor uses a tracking sheet
(see page 19) to produce
a teaching and learning
schedule for each unit or set
of integrated units

Internal verifier samples ALL
assignment briefs prior to
issue to learners

Assessment and grading

Unacceptable assignments
are returned to tutors with
full commentary, an action
plan and time frame for
resubmission

When grading an assignment it is good practice to use
a form such as that shown on page 58 (this is available
on the CD-ROM that accompanies your specification).
Alternatively, you can devise your own assessment record
sheets but these should always allow feedback to learners
on their performance against the criteria. It is also good
practice to have space for learners to comment on their
own work (although many Level 2 learners will need
encouragement to provide a response). It is important to
give learners positive feedback that tracks and records
their learning journey and achievement but also identifies
areas for improvement. This is very valuable for learners
who have missed criteria and need further encouragement
and direction to achieve these criteria.
Learners normally receive feedback after each assignment
has been assessed and internally verified.
Maximising learner achievement

Tutor briefs learners on
assignments and explains
grading criteria

Tutor grades assignments
and provides written feedback

Sample of grades submitted
to internal verifier.

Correct assessment is signed
off and grading decisions are
released to learners

Unit grades need not be submitted to Edexcel until
the centre wishes to claim certification. Learners
should have every opportunity to obtain the best unit
grades that they are able to achieve.

Internal verifier samples
actual assessments
to check use of
grading criteria and
veracity/authenticity
of learner evidence
– viva, presentation,
demonstration, etc.
Incorrect assessment
decisions are returned to
tutor to be revised within
a timeframe and clear
guidelines.
All activity to be recorded
and to take place BEFORE
final grades are issued to
learner

Learners could be encouraged to tackle criteria that
they have missed or are weaker in understanding
and achieving via newly designed assignments. Mini
assignments or a second opportunity to meet the
criteria in a fresh way is good educational practice.
Newly designed assignment briefs must be internally
verified before issue to learners.

Key points
• Always use the speciﬁcation document and cross
reference learner evidence to the learning outcomes,
unit content and the unit’s assessment and grading grid
to ensure that the criteria specified in the assignment
are fully met. For merit and distinction grades, the
decisions should not to be based on quantity of evidence
presented but on its quality (in meeting the criteria).
• The guidance section of each unit speciﬁcation will
assist you in reaching a decision. Delivery teams will
find that standardisation prior to major unit assessment
will be very useful in setting the standard of individual
assessor’s decisions. Use of a sample of learner work
across the grade boundaries, especially if there are
‘cusp’ decisions, is the best way to setting the team

standard. This activity builds confidence among the
assessor team. A post-standardisation session can be
very useful for further discussions on the quality and
standard of the work that has been assessed and it
provides an opportunity for internal verification to take
place before grading decisions are confirmed to learners.
• Good feedback can identify the way that learners can
achieve a higher grade and positive feedback will assist
learners who may be diffident about gaining more than
a pass grade, which is a common problem with learners
who are only prepared to do the bare minimum to
pass. Assessors can encourage learner self-esteem and
confidence by setting clear expectations. The feedback
section can also provide learners with an individual
learning plan, giving clear targets for completion, dates
and deadlines.
Improving grades
In general, BTEC units expect a gradual improvement
in grades over the progress of the course as
learners become more familiar with the degree of
independence and self-responsibility that is required
to meet the higher grading criteria.

For an example of a graded assignment, see page 58.

Internal verification of
assessor’s comments
Once assignments have been graded, the internal verifier
should sample these to ensure that the assessor is:
• conducting assessment in a fair and equable way
• using the specification document
• using grading criteria
• checking the veracity and authenticity of learner evidence
through vivas, presentations, demonstrations, etc.
Centre teams can hold standardisation sessions to
establish the veracity and accuracy of the team’s
assessment decisions.
Any incorrect assessment decisions will be returned to
assessors to be revised within a timeframe. Where the
internal verifier deems the assessment decisions to be
invalid, there must be dialogue between assessor and internal
verifier to discuss the issues raised. This dialogue should be
documented on the internal verification form together with the
action to be taken and the resulting grading outcome. There
must be a clear audit trail of the closing of the ‘quality loop’.
All activity should be recorded and take place before final
grades are issued to learners.
For an example of an internal verification form for
assessor’s decisions, see page 59.
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Frequently asked questions

Frequently asked questions

How many assignments should there be?
As many as is necessary to assess the unit. Determine
the most appropriate assessment strategy for the unit,
taking into account the ability of your cohort of learners,
the requirements of the unit, local resources and your
imagination as tutor.
If you set too few assignments (by, say, adopting the oneoff project approach), you can place too much reliance on
large pieces of evidence that may only be available late in
the programme. These large assignments can be hard to
assess and difficult to put right if things go wrong.
Too many assignments puts a burden on both you and the
learners. This can lead to fragmentation of the unit. The
unit content, outcomes and grading criteria have generally
been produced to provide a coherent package. As such,
the assignments should, wherever possible, maintain the
coherence and links between the outcomes and grading
criteria of the unit.

When should assignments be set?
There are two issues here when considering timing. First, be
aware of the possibility of assessment overload – when there
is a bunching of assignment deadlines across a number
of units at any point in the programme. To avoid overload,
detailed planning needs to take place at programme level to
spread the assessment load. Second, there is the issue of
identifying the most appropriate place within the unit for the
assignment. This will be determined by a combination of the
nature of the unit and the way the outcomes link together
plus the overall approach taken to teaching and learning.
As a third consideration, if you are aware of the timing of
external sampling/ quality checks, it is good to prepare
for this early in the year by setting some assignments
and assembling all learner work. This will take away any
pressure on your delivery and assessment.

Pacing your learners
Using Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate
Maintenance as an example, the criteria can be
covered either over four assignments (as shown in the
unit specification); through fewer, larger assignments;
or through several more small assessments. This
latter approach may be more appropriate if this is the
first unit to be assessed, or if the unit is assessed
using a ‘long, thin’ model, ie if it is delivered over a full
academic year.

What if the work is handed in late?
Deadlines are an important aspect of any work. In general,
time deadlines should be given for the end of the unit.
Centres need to state a late work in policy. Generally if a
learner hands in work late without prior negotiation then
the centre may decline to mark it. If the Centre marks
the work, then all grades applicable to the unit must be
considered. In this case the learner must not be punished
for late work. As these programmes are vocational, some
projects/ assignments will not permit late submissions, for
example performance to an audience or production of a
newspaper.

How can learners be encouraged to achieve
more than just a pass?
The assignment design, guidance and support are all
important factors in getting learners to achieve at the
highest possible level. It must be recognised that learners
do have choice and if they make a conscious and
informed choice to only achieve at pass level then there is
probably very little anyone can do. However, experience
shows that learners who become fully engaged in their
BTEC programme – understanding its interim and varied
assessment model, the importance of tutorials and clear
recording of grading criteria they have achieved – will be
encouraged and will aim higher.

Feedback and support should be provided to ensure that
the learner is aware of any failings in the work presented
for assessment and then given the opportunity to rectify
these failings through some means (such as reworking
material, taking advantage of a further assessment
opportunity, etc.).

Unit assessment plan for two summative assignments
Time

Assignment 1

If the learner has not attempted assessment, then the
programme team could indicate that the unit/course had
not been completed by the learner, and in such cases the
qualification certificate would be withheld.

Can tests be used?
Any valid method of assessment can be used and this
includes tests in the appropriate place. However, the
assessment must be made against the grading criteria
set within the unit and this equally applies to tests as
any other method. The overriding issue is the need to
prepare assessment instruments that are fit for purpose,
challenging, vocationally relevant and provide a vocational
focus that will interest and engage the learner.

What if a learner doesn’t achieve a pass?

Example of an assessment plan for
two assignments

Content
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Assignment 2

How many times can a learner rework or resit
an assignment?
A B

C D

E

The first assignment covers the first outcome and
has an initial deadline for feedback indicated at A.
If this deadline is met, the work is reviewed and
detailed feedback provided to learners at B. Learners
can then rework the evidence, based on the feedback
provided and resubmit for final assessment at E.
The deadline for feedback on assignment 2 is C, with
feedback at D and final submission for assessment
also at E. To encourage learners to meet the
deadlines, work submitted after point B will only
be assessed and then returned with feedback at D.
Learners’ work is only ever double handled using
this process but it does provide learners with an
opportunity to reflect on their work and achieve at the
highest possible level.
Concerns about the advantages in this system for
those learners who ‘take more time’ to achieve
are balanced out by the advantages gained by the
informed feedback and, possibly, the removal of work
burden for those who meet deadlines. What this
system does achieve is that it encourages learning
based on sound assessment decisions.

The issue here is the validity of the assessment instrument.
If a learner is simply going round and round on a single
task or activity brief, then the validity of the assessment
must come into question and the tutor should consider
the need for an alternative assessment instrument. If the
assignment is prompting learning, then that is what the
course is about in the first place and therefore rework is to
be encouraged whenever applicable. The final assessment
evidence simply needs to be a valid and reliable measure
of the learner’s current level of achievement against the
outcomes and criteria of the unit.
Improving grades
Lack of achievement can often be attributed to
poor attendance and learners not completing and
handing in work for assessment. You will need to
monitor deadlines and ensure that learners are
coached in time management. Ongoing assessment
through tutorials and portfolio reviews using the unit
assessment criteria will highlight weaknesses in
performance, which may then be addressed through
individual learning plans.
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A sample assignment
A sample assignment follows for Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance.

The sample assignment that follows has been designed
to assess criteria P11, P12, P13 and P14 for Unit 5:
Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance. It gives
learners the opportunity to present evidence in a variety
of forms, which is important for developing their skills
and increasing their motivation. The learner achieved the
targeted criteria successfully by completing the tasks set
out in the assignment brief.
For Task 1, health and safety and environmental legislation
were fully researched and presented to tutor and peers
at a good pace with a clear tone and growing confidence.
The learner’s notes were submitted as evidence for this
assignment, along with the slides and a tutor observation
record. This task gave learners the chance to present
research to their peers. Rather than use PowerPoint, a flip
chart or other visual aid could be used.
For Task 2, the learner used the estate they were working
on to investigate services. Having identified these, the
learner then investigated problems that might occur by
speaking to the grounds manager and carrying out further
research. With all the information to hand the learner
compiled a well-presented, informative report.
For Task 3, two pass criteria were linked together and the
learner was asked to produce a leaflet aimed at a school
pupil on work experience aimed at a school pupil. The
learner enjoyed completing this task as can be seen in
their work, which is informative and well presented. A good
preparation for tasks like these is to suggest that learners
look at examples of other leaflets to stimulate their ideas
and thinking.
Alternative ways to gather evidence for this unit could
include:
• producing a poster or informative leaflet for Task 1 to
display current environmental and health and safety
legislation, which could follow a visit from an expert in
the field;
• the use of short answer questions for Task 2 to gather
the evidence needed for service problems; or
• completing a project or work book that effectively links
all the different criteria from the unit together.
As alternatives to the scenario given for this assignment,
you could consider assignment scenarios that involve
learners working as part of a team on an estate, dealing
with service providers over the phone, or working as

All assignments you set for your learners must be
internally verified
It is intended that sample assignments are used
as examples of good practice. However, they
may not be entirely appropriate for every learner
in every centre. You are advised to make suitable
amendments to sample assignments in response to
your own centre’s requirements to meet the needs
of your learners. All sample assignments used,
whether amended or not, must be internally verified
by a suitable person at your centre.

All learners are different and will approach their
assignments in different ways
The sample assignment that follows shows how
one learner answered a brief to achieve pass level
criteria. The learner work shows just one way in
which grading criteria can be evidenced. There are no
standard or set answers. If your assignment is fit for
purpose, and if your learners produce the required
evidence for each task, then they will achieve the
grading criteria covered by the assignment.

contractors. Consider your surroundings and the resources
available to you when designing assignments for this
unit, and involve local businesses wherever possible.
Assignment tasks should ideally be linked to an estate that
the learner is working on.
This assignment that follows covers pass criteria only.
You may target some of the merit and distinction criteria
alongside P11 to P14. For example, for M4 learners could
answer structured questions that you have set around the
importance of planning estate maintenance work. The
task could also involve preparation of a year planner that
details things to take into consideration at certain times
of the year, such as the availability of certain resources or
variable weather conditions.
To achieve D2, learners could be given an extension task
involving participation in a classroom planning discussion
for carrying out estate maintenance and engaging in
responsible working practices. (In this scenario you
could use a tutor observation record and/or recording of
the discussion as evidence.) Alternatively, D2 could be
assessed alongside other more practical criteria for this
unit, such as P2 or P4, in a different assignment.

Sample assignment front sheet
This front sheet must be completed by the learner where appropriate and included with the work submitted for assessment.

Learner name

Assessor name

Ryan Connor

Miss Jade Ward

Date issued

Completion date

Submitted on

4 October 2010

13 December 2010

6 December 2010

Qualification

Unit

BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Countryside and Environment

Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance

Assignment title

Being Safe and Considering the Environment

In this assignment you will have opportunities to provide evidence against the following criteria. Indicate the page
numbers where the evidence can be found.
Criteria
reference

To achieve the criteria the evidence must show that
the student is able to:

Task no.

Evidence

P11

state the current environmental and health and safety legislation and
codes of practice

1

1–4 and
observation record

P12

describe how to overcome problems presented by services

2

5–6

P13

describe how environmental damage can be minimised

3

7–8

P14

describe how organic and inorganic waste may be disposed of

3

7–8

Learner declaration

I certify that the work submitted for this assignment is my own and research sources are fully acknowledged.
Learner signature:

Ryan Connor

Date: 6 December 2010
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Sample assignment brief
Qualification

BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Countryside and Environment

Unit title

Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance

Start date

4 December 2010

Deadline date

13 December 2010

Assessor

Miss Jade Ward

Assignment title

Being Safe and Considering the Environment

Sources of information
Textbooks
Hessayon, D G – Garden DIY Expert (Expert, 1993) ISBN 9780903505376
Agate, E – Toolcare: A Maintenance and Workshop Manual, Revised edition (British Trust for Conservation Volunteers,
2000) ISBN 9780946752249
Sutherland, W J – Managing Habitats for Conservation, 1st edition (Cambridge University Press, 1995) ISBN
9780521447768

Leaflets
Health and Safety Executive leaflets, eg Manual Handling Assessment Charts (HSE, 2003)
The Environment Agency leaflets

The purpose of this assignment is to:
enable learners to gain the skills and understanding of health and safety and environmental legislations that will affect
their practical work.
Scenario
You are working for a land-based business, and have been told that a school pupil is planning to work alongside you for
their work experience. In the following tasks you will produce materials for them that explain the legislation that affects
your work, how to overcome problems presented by services, and how to dispose of waste and minimise environmental
damage.
Task 1
For this part of the assignment you will need to research current health and safety and environmental legislation and
codes of practice within land-based industries and prepare a presentation which could be delivered to the school pupil and
all others on work experience. This will be observed by your tutor and peers.
With your research materials, put together a presentation using a visual aid, eg slides, an overhead projector or a flip
chart, which states the laws and legislations researched.
You must give a printed copy of this and your notes to your tutor.
Your tutor will provide an observation record to confirm your achievement.
This provides evidence for P11
Task 2
While working on an estate, services (eg Electricity, Water, Telephone) can cause problems. In a report style paper
describe how to overcome problems presented by these services.
This provides evidence for P12
Task 3
Produce an informative leaflet that could be given to the school pupil on their work experience placement which includes
the following information:
• How environmental damage can be minimised (P13)
• How organic and inorganic waste may be disposed of (P14)
This provides evidence for P13 and P14

Websites
Health and Safety Executive www.hse.gov.uk
The Environment Agency www.environment-agency.gov.uk
The Royal Horticultural Society www.rhs.org.uk
Department for environment, food and rural affairs www.defra.gov.uk

This brief has beeen verified as being fit for purpose
Assessor

Miss Jade Ward

Signature

Jade Ward

Internal verifier

Mr D Howard

Signature

Dean Howard

Date

20 September 2010

Date

20 September 2010
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A sample assignment

Sample internal verification of assignment brief

Sample learner work

Qualification

BTEC Level 2 Diploma in Countryside and Environment

Unit

Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance

Assignment title

Being Safe and Considering the Environment

Assessor

Miss Jade Ward
Internal verifier checklist

Y/N*

Y

Are accurate unit details shown?

Y

Are clear deadlines for assessment given?

Y

Clear dates are given on the assignment front sheet and
brief

Is this assignment for whole or part of a unit?

P

This assignment covers the first assignment of this unit.

Are assessment criteria to be addressed listed?

Y

P11, P12, P13, P14

Does each task show which criteria are being
addressed?

Y

Yes, these are clearly shown against each task so that
learners can identify assessment opportunities.

Are these criteria actually addressed by the tasks?

Y

Task 1 = P11
Task 2 = P12
Task 3 = P13, P14

Is it clear what evidence the learner needs to generate?

Y

Yes, the learner is required to generate a presentation,
report and leaflet.
Observation sheets will also be completed by the tutor
for the presentation.

Are the activities appropriate?

Y

A varied range of assessment methods are used,
covering different learning styles. Activities are
appropriately challenging.

Is there a scenario or vocational context?

Y

Assignment relates well to the vocational context and
an appropriate scenario is provided.

Y

The language for Level 2 is appropriate and presentation
is appropriate.

Y

Yes, a ten week assignment will give learners
appropriate lesson and study time to complete the
requirements.

Is the timescale for the assignment appropriate?
Overall is the assignment fit for purpose?

Y

Task 1

Comments

Are accurate programme details shown?

Is the language and presentation appropriate?

Sample learner work: page 1

Yes, the assignment addresses all criteria and is fit for
purpose.

Mr D Howard

Signature

Dean Howard

Date

1

4

Legislations, regulations and codes of
p
practice

They offer practical ways of working safely.
They are meant to be followed.
2

20 September 2010

Current health and safety legislation
The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974

Action taken:

z

RIDDOR 1995

N/A

z

COSHH 1998

z

Personal Protective Equipment at Work
Regulations 1992

z

Provision and Use of Work Equipment
Regulations 1998

Jade Ward

Internal verifier

Mr D Howard

Signature

Dean Howard

Date

20 September 2010
3

Date

20 September 2010

z

have up
up-to-date
to date liability insurance

z

have a clear health and safety policy
d
document
t

z

carry out and record the findings of risk
assessments.

5

z

Signature

E
Employers
l
must:
t

Approved codes of practice give advice on how
to act in accordance with the law.
law

No action required for this assignment. The assignment brief is fit for purpose.

Miss Jade Ward

Employers’ responsibilities

Legislation, sometimes called ‘Regulations’
Legislation
‘Regulations’, is
a body of laws approved by Parliament.

Action required:

Assessor

Codes of practice should cover:
z personal protective equipment
z fire procedures
z first aid
z training to use equipment
z accident reporting
z risk assessments

Land-based industries

* If “No” is recorded and the Internal Verifier recommends remedial action before the brief is issued, the Assessor and
the Internal Verifier should confirm that the action has been undertaken
Internal verifier

Current health and safety codes of
p
practice

Health and Safety and the Environment:
g
and Codes of Practice
Legislation

Besides carrying out a risk assessment, employers
also need to:
• make arrangements for implementing the health
and safety measures identified as necessary by the
risk assessment
• appoint competent people (often themselves or
company colleagues) to help them to implement
the arrangements
• set up emergency procedures
• provide clear information and training to
employees
• work together with other employers sharing the
same workplace
The HSE leaflet ‘Five steps to risk assessment’ will
give you more information.
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Sample learner work: page 2

Sample learner work: page 3

Employees’ responsibilities

Key points of health and safety
g
and codes
legislation

Key points of health and safety
g
and codes
legislation

E l
Employees
must:
t

The Health and Safety at Work Act 1974

Personall Protective
P
P t ti E
Equipment
i
t (PPE) att W
Work
k
Regulations 1992

wear/use all safety clothing and equipment
provided
id d
z work safely
z take
t k responsibility
ibilit for
f working
ki to
t company
policies
z report accidents
accidents.
Accidents have consequences – both in terms of
i j i and
injuries
d fines.
fi
z

6

A sample assignment

Employers must protect their employees
employees’
health and keep them safe while they are at
work (within reason!) but …

9

Environmental legislation includes:
z

Environment Act 1995

z

Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000

z

Environmental Damage and Liability
Regulations 2009

z

Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981

Employees must keep themselves and
others safe while working too!

z

Good management and common sense
while working are key.

z

z
z

12

Regulated
g
by
y the Environment Agency
g
y
who monitor contaminated land,
control of pollution,
pollution conservation
and improvement of the
environment

helmets, gloves
and boots
goggles/visor
high-visibility clothes
h
harnesses

14

Key points of health and safety
g
and codes
legislation

Key points of environmental
g
and codes
legislation

RIDDOR 1995
Both employers and the self-employed must
report injuries, diseases and dangerous
occurrences to the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE).

Provision
P
i i and
d Use
U off Work
W k Equipment
E i
t
Regulations 1998

Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000

Reports can be filed by phone,
phone
email, post or online.
10

•

Equipment provided at work must be:
z

suitable for use

z

safe for use

z

maintained and in a safe
condition

z

7

Environment Act 1995

PPE must be supplied/used whenever there are
risks to health or safety,
y including:
g

Key points of health and safety
g
and codes
legislation

Environmental legislation

Key points of environmental
g
and codes
legislation

13

used only by people who are
trained to use it





moors and mountains
heath and downland
registered common land.

•

Takes into account the needs
of landowners and occupiers
p

•

Includes protection of wildlife

•

15

Provides for public foot access and passage
through areas of open land, including:

Besides the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974,
and the other laws already presented, the following
apply across the full range of workplaces:
Key points of health and safety
g
and codes
legislation

Environmental codes of practice

COSHH 1998

Codes of practice should cover:
z

disposing of litter

z

waste management

z

management of noise pollution

z

preventing soil contamination

z

water quality

Requires employers to control substances
that are hazardous to peoples health
health.
Measures include, for example, locking them
away or using PPE
PPE.
Some hazardous substances are
easily recognised
recognised, e
e.g.
g fence
stain, disinfectant, or diesel.
Always read labels
labels.

8

11

Management of Health and Safety at Work
Regulations 1999
Workplace (Health, Safety and Welfare) Regulations
1992
Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment)
Regulations 1992
Manual Handling Operations Regulations 1992
Health and Safety (First Aid) Regulations 1981
The Health and Safety Information for Employees
Regulations 1989
Employers’ Liability (Compulsory Insurance) Act
1969
Noise at Work Regulations 1989
Electricity at Work Regulations 1989

Key points of environmental
g
and codes
legislation
Environmental Damage and Liability
Regulations 2009
Protects the environment from intentional damage
– ie when damage is done on purpose.
purpose
The damage will be traced and the person
charged.
h
d
16

provision for natural disasters
It does not include p
or terrorism.
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A sample assignment

Sample learner work: page 4

Key points of environmental
g
and codes
legislation
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981
Protects wildlife in its natural habitat
and regulates the management of
the countryside,
countryside for example the time
of year hedges are cut.

Besides the Environment Act 1995, and the other
laws already presented, the following apply across
the full range of workplaces:
The Environmental Protection Act 1990
Water Industries Act 1991
Water Resources Act 1991
Clean Air Act 1993

17

Observation record for Task 1
Learner name

Ryan Connor

Programme

BTEC Level 2 First Diploma in Countryside and Environment

Unit number and title

Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance

Assignment title

Being Safe and Considering the Environment

Description of activity undertaken (please be as specific as possible)

Task 1:
Slide presentation to the class on current health and safety and environmental legislation and codes of practice
within land-based industries

Bibliography
The Environmental Damage Regulations Leaflet www.defra.gov.uk
Joint Nature Conservation Committee (JNCC) www.jncc.gov.uk/page-3614
Environment Agency http://www.environment-agency.gov.uk/netregs/legislation/
The Health and Safety Executive leaflets on COSHH, RIDDOR and Health and Safety at Work, etc. www.hse.
gov.uk/legislation
Assessment and grading criteria

P11
State the current environmental and health and safety legislation and codes of practice

How the activity meets the requirements of the assessment and grading criteria

A clear presentation which stated current health and safety and environmental legislation and codes of practice
within land-based industries. The slides were very clear and well laid out. Ryan slightly rushed through the beginning
but otherwise kept a clear tone, made good eye contact and only read from notes when needed. Notes handed in,
P11 Met.

Assessor signature

Jade Ward

Assessor name

Miss Jade Ward

Date

25 October 2010
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Sample learner work: page 5

Task 2: Services Report on the College Estate (P12)
Introduction

In this report I will be describing how you can overcome problems that are presented by services on an estate
as well as investigating the authorities that are responsible for supplying these services. I will also be naming
alternative suppliers for these services. The estate I will be investigating will be the college grounds which we
use for this assignment.
My Estate

The college grounds are about 30 acres which are made up of several areas. There are mature gardens,
buildings for teaching, a reception building, learner accommodation, four glasshouses and fields.
How to overcome problems presented by services:

Water
The mains water with a water meter comes from the road at the front of the college; it then flows through the
site to all the water points. There are five outside taps placed around the gardens for watering in the summer
months. The problem with this service is that we cannot dig anywhere near these taps because the pipe is
underground. The taps are hidden from view within the garden areas and it is easy to forget where they are. A
way round this would be a map drawn up with the water pipes highlighted on it so that everyone knew where
they were. Another problem is that in the winter months the pipes freeze. The pipes are old and can suffer
with cracks and split. A way round this is to use lagging so they are protected and to check on them regularly.
If an outside tap isn’t checked and it splits, the damage could cost a lot of money to repair.
Suppliers
The water on my estate is supplied by:
Anglian Water
PO Box 770
Lincoln
LN5 7WX
An alternative supplier of this service could be:
Cambridge Water
41 Rustat Road
Cambridge
CB1 3QS
However Cambridge Water can only supply water, they cannot take it away. Waste water is only dealt with by
Anglian Water.
Electricity
The electricity on my estate is supplied by overhead cables; this comes in via the bottom of our site. Most of
the electricity is well away from any working areas except from one line that comes into the teaching building.
There are several trees around this area that need regular pruning. This is a dangerous job. This problem
could be overcome safely by using a contractor to prune these trees using the correct equipment. Properly
trained contractors would come in with a cherry picker and chainsaws to undertake this task.
Suppliers
The electricity on my estate is supplied by:
EDF Energy
Osprey House
Osprey Road
EXETER
EX2 7WN
An alternative supplier of this service could be British Gas (Electric) 0800 048 0202

A sample assignment

Sample learner work: page 6
Gas
The gas on the estate is not via mains but is supplied through Calor Gas cylinders. Gas is used for the
glasshouse heating and has caused problems in the past. Firstly during a very cold period they ran out
because all the staff were away on holiday over the Christmas period, so some plants ended up dying.
This meant that our estate lost lots of money. A way round this would be to always have a back up of spare
supplies, or two cylinders connected so we would know when one was empty. Also having staff on a rota
would mean that someone could check on them everyday. Another problem that needs to be overcome is
theft. Several bottles of gas have been stolen as they are kept outside. A way round this would be to lock
them up in a purpose built shed or to move them inside the glasshouse but make sure they were hidden.
Suppliers
The calor gas bottles are supplied by:
LPG Gas Supply Ltd
Wisbech
Cambridgeshire
An alternative supplier could be:
Calor Gas Limited
Athena House
Athena Drive
Tachbrook Park
Warwick CV34 6RL
Telephone
The telephone lines come into our estate across the other properties that surround us. They are all cables
that are on wooden telegraph poles. This supply causes us the most problems as the cables go from each
of the buildings. Many of our buildings have plants that grow up them and these plants end up twining
themselves over the cables. To overcome this problem the plants should be regularly maintained and new
plants that are not so invasive should be chosen in future. Another issue that could arise is the poles being hit
by tractors as some run across our fields where learners plough. To overcome this problem a fence or hedge
could be planted around the base so the tractors don’t get too close.
Suppliers
The telephone is supplied by:
MTL
Station Road
King’s Lynn
Norfolk PE34 4PL

An alternative supplier of this service could be:
British Telecom
0800 800 150

Conclusion
This assignment explains how to overcome some of the problems services on my estate could bring. I have
also investigated who supplies the services at present and given recommendations for alternative suppliers.
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Disposing of organic matter in this
way means we can put it back into
the ground, using it for essential nutrients for plants. If you have no
room to compost your local council
will help you. All ‘green’ waste can be
taken to a local dump where they
make it into compost.

All of the above products
can be disposed of by
composting in black bins or
home made wooden compost bins. Two are needed
to turn your compost regularly, so it
can decompose quickly. The longer
compost rots down the better.

• Clippings

• Paper

• Bark/wood
• Plant debris

• Manure

• Fruit/vegetables

• Animal bedding

Chemicals
Plastic
Glass
Rubber
Metal
Stone
Sand

what they will buy from you

Ring round scrap men to see

with your green waste

What your local council does

Local depots that take waste

Check …

it?

• Could I make any money by selling

• Can it be recycled?

• Can it be composted?

use for it?

• Would anyone else have another

• Do you have another use for it?

Before you dispose of any type of
waste, whether it is organic or inorganic, ask yourself these questions:

Think!

Consider others

surroundings

Be aware of your

Be careful when working

Teaching BTEC: BTEC Level 2 Firsts in Land and Environment

Stone and sand can be used as
features in the garden or help to
improve your soil. If you don’t have a
use for it, ask around your
neighborhood to see if anybody else
wants it.

Plastic products can be recycled as
can glass and rubber. Metal is worth
money so it is advisable to call a
scrap metal dealer to see what you
can get for it.

Sometimes specialist companies need
to be contacted to dispose of waste
correctly, especially in the case of
chemicals. If chemicals are wrongly
disposed of then you could face a
large fine. Look out for warning signs.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

These are usually products that do
not decompose naturally. They need
careful consideration as to where to
dispose of them correctly. It is
common to have to dispose of:
Organic waste is made up of products that originate from Animals or
Plants, they can be such things as:
• Weeds

Inorganic waste

Organic waste

same we would be a lot better off!

ALL do our bit. If everyone did the

environmental issues but we can

Damage

Environmental

How to Minimise

Sample learner work: page 7

Waste Disposal

source (which is not likely).

Unless you can find a sustainable

Don’t use peat products.

(Your own food tastes better too!)

Saves on journeys to supermarkets

Grow your own food.

These can be used outdoors too!

Use energy-saving light bulbs.

damaged by passing vehicles.

We can’t solve the world’s

hassle is definitely not the answer.

Prune plants correctly:
Overhanging branches can become

things because its quicker with less

destroy the environment. Dumping

aware of just how easy it is to

the things around you will make you

Working with a consideration for

See over the page for advice!

Dispose of waste correctly:

oxygen.

Plants absorb CO2 and let out

Grow plants where ever you can.

Use biological methods instead.

Don’t spray harmful chemicals:

What can I do?
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Sample learner work: page 8

Task 3: ‘How to minimise environmental damage’ leaﬂet (P13 and P14)
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Sample assessor’s comments

Sample internal verification of assessment decisions

Qualification

BTEC Level 2 First Diploma in
Countryside and Environment

Year

2010–2011

Unit number and title

Unit 5: Participate in Providing
Estate Maintenance

Learner name

Ryan Connor

Assignment title

Being Safe and Considering the Environment

Grading criteria

Qualification

BTEC Level 2 First Diploma in Countryside and Environment

Assessor

Miss Jade Ward

Unit(s)

Unit 5: Participate in Providing Estate Maintenance

Assignment title

Being Safe and Considering the Environment

Learner’s name

Ryan Connor

Which criteria has the assessor
awarded?

Pass
P11, P12, P13, P14

Do the criteria awarded
match those targeted by the
assignment brief?

Yes.

Has the work been assessed
accurately?

Yes.

Achieved?

P11 state the current environmental and health and safety legislation and codes of practice

Yes

P12 describe how to overcome problems presented by services

Yes

P13 describe how environmental damage can be minimised

Yes

P14 describe how organic and inorganic waste may be disposed of

Yes

Learner feedback

I really liked doing this assignment as it had lots of different tasks to do which I enjoyed. I especially liked the presentation
as it was much easier than just writing about something. I also liked making a leaflet on the computer. I have never done
that before and I could make it look quite professional.

Merit
N/A

Distinction
N/A

Details:
The assignment tasks clearly indicate how the criteria can be met.

Details:
The assessor has assessed learner work accurately with all the criteria for this
assignment met by the learner. Assignment decisions are valid.
.
Assessor feedback

This is an excellent assignment Ryan with some very interesting points. Your work is informative, well presented and
meets all the criteria asked for. Well done on this standard of work, keep it up!

Is the feedback to the learner:
Constructive?
Linked to relevant grading
criteria?
Identifying opportunities for
improved performance?

Yes.

Does the grading decision
need amending?

No.

Details:
The feedback for this assignment is constructive and linked to each criteria. There are no
opportunities to improve as a distinction level has been achieved, although guidance on
referencing has been given.

Details:
Assessment decisions are valid.
Action plan

It is important to give details of your research in a bibliography or reference page for each task.

Remedial action taken

None required

Internal verifier name

Mr D Howard

Internal verifier signature

Dean Howard

Date

15 December 2010

Date

15 December 2010

Confirm action completed
Assessor signature

Jade Ward

Date

13 December 2010

Assessor name

Miss J Ward

Learner signature

Ryan Connor

Date

20 December 2010

Assessor signature

Jade Ward
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This teaching support guide will help you get started with your
BTEC delivery. It includes:

Product with no spine:

Product with small spine:

• An overview on planning course delivery: Should I teach
unit-by-unit? What resources will I need? How should I induct
my learners?
• Ideas for tracking learner progress
• A sample scheme of work
• Case studies from schools and colleges delivering BTEC
• Hints and tips on good practice
• A walk through the assessment process, including a sample
assignment with learner work and grading
• Frequently asked questions
Teaching BTEC will give you the confidence to guide your learners
through their BTEC course and achieve their highest grades.

About Edexcel
Edexcel is a Pearson company and the UK’s largest awarding body.
We offer academic and vocational qualifications and testing to schools,
colleges, employers and other places of learning here and in over 85
countries worldwide.
Edexcel Limited. Registered in England and Wales No. 4496750 Registered
Office: 190 High Holborn, London WC1V 7BH. Vat Reg No. 278537121.
BTEC is a registered trademark of Edexcel Limited
Edexcel
190 High Holborn,
London WC1V 7BH
Tel: 0844 576 0026
Email: btec@edexcel.com
www.edexcel.com
www.btec.co.uk
Product code: BF025689

Product with small spine: - loose

